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I. Introduction 
'rhe river is an import3nt fountainhead for agriculture， industry， 
fi.shery and water wo:rks; and the natI1re of its water has a great influence 
up)n our life. Since the y回 r1942， 1 have consistently made chemical in-
vestigationョofthe principal river自 ofour country， and have accomplished 
the most part. 80， 1 now report the synthetic resultg of the chemical 
analysis of rivers， lakes and marshes all over the Kanto districts-not tつ
sp巴akof the river Tone，七helargest l'iver of this country， the river Ara， 
the river Tama， the river 8agami， etc. rrhis investigation was done with 
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the samples collected from sixty-four pla明日， selected from 1'ivers， lake田
and ma1'shelil， from six to twelve times a year， fol' each. 
1. Places of Sampling 
The present investigation on the nat羽reof water was done on the 
mate1'ial唱。llectedf1'om sixty-four sections， e玄tendingove1' the whole Kanto 
dist1'icts-though this does not mean the administl'ative dist1'ict， but upon 
the wate1'日ystemof the riversー， such as thirty-one spots on the 1'ive1' 
TODe， nine spot日 onthe river A""， seven spots on tbe river Tama， nine 
spots on the rive1' Sagami and three spots on the river Naka. The samples 
were collected from si玄 totwelve times a year. Besides the above men-
tioned， the1'e are also， included marshes， such as Kasumigaura， Kitau1'a， 
and Imba j and lakes， such as Ha1'una， Chuzenji， and Sagami. As Table 
1 01' Fig. 1 indicates， 1 selected the pla巴esof the investigation， as to the 
g加graphicalfeatures， the nature of the soil and utilization of water. In 
addition， 1 was， also， ve1'y ca1'eful， conce1'ning the inequality of the natU1'e 
of wate1'， on eithe1' side on the junction of two 1'ive1's of the downst1'eam， 
wate1' powe1' plants， the situation of dams as i1'rigation wo1'ks， sewe1's of 
cities， and the d1'aining from facto1'ies 01' mines. 
The water samples we1'e collected by using of boats， dams， bridges 
and some othe1' ways， t1'ying to make a great effo1't to get water from 
quite adequate places， whe1'e the flow is deep and fast. Bottles of stiff 
glass， washed cleanly by a mi玄tu1'eof potassium bich1'oma te and目u日u1'ic
acid， we1'e used to avoid alkali dissolve in wate1'. 
Te.ble 1. List Qf pl即 e，whe閉山αt"， wω laken. 
Name of river Place of se.mple we.ter te.ken. 
























Torinome. Ke.mikuroiso. Kuroi80・me.chi.Ne.su-gun. rochigi-keD. 
Ferry. Ke.mihirute. Yuzuke.mi-mure. Ne.lu-gun.τ。cbigi-ken.
100 meters lower stree.m from Senda.i bridge. Aku凶u-mura，
Higa.shiibaragi-gun. Ibaragi-ken. 
50 m叫 ersup from Taka bridge. Kawane.mura. Higashiib・re.gi-
gun. lba.ragi-ken. 
Up from confluence point with the river Usune. near Numata-
machi. Tllne-gun. Gunma.-ken. 
Fushida electric genere.ting station. Dee.r Iwamoto・tation.τone-
gun. Gunm~-ken. 
lrihara. Kuroho-mure. Tone-guD. Gunme.-ken. 
500 meters up from conf1uence point with the river Su. Ne.ga-
nohare.-me.chi. Age.tsuma-g¥ln. Gunme.-ken. 
1∞聞eter・DPfrom conf1uence f同intwith the river Age.t.uma. 
Ne.ge.noha.re.-me.chi. Agat・uma-gun.Gunma.-ken. 
Shibuke.we. electric generating ote.tion. Shibuke.wa・回achi.Gunme.-
gun. Gunma.-ken. 
5. The rivdr H討1U-
6. The river Tone 
7:τhe river Ke.te.-
shine. 
8. The river Tone 
1}. The river Age.-
tsuma 
10.τhe river Su 
1. The river Aga-
t・uml込
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Name of巾町 I Place of脇田向 watertaken. 
12. Lake Haruna I Muro旬幽machi，Gunma-gun， Gunma-ken. 
13. The river KBra8U I Hongo， Kuruma-mur・， Gunma-gun， Gunma-ken. 
14. The river U四 i I Kamitoy∞ka， Toy四回-mura，Usui-gun， Gunma-ken. 
15. The river Kara8u I Up from confluence J陥intwith the river Kabura， under Kyoei 
bridge， Kur・gano・m・chi，Gunma-gun，、 Gunma-ken.
16. The river Kabura 
17. The river Kanna 
18. The river Kaou 
19. The river Tone 
20. The river 
Watara8e 
Watara8e 
22. The river Kokura 
Up fr唱団 confluenc唱 point with the river Kara8u， Yawata-mura， 
T・no・gun，Guuma-ken. 
Under Kamitake bridge， Oni8hi-machi， Tano-gun， Gunma-ken. 
Obayaohi， Muro岨 wa，'Kluukawa-mura， Seta-gun， Gunma-ken. 
Under the railway brldge of Tobu line， Kawamata-mura， Kita司
8aitama-gun， Saitama-ken. 
Torakubo， Fukuoka-mura， Yamada-gun， Gunma-ken. 
Aahlkaga-8hi， Tochigi-ken. 
吻~ ¥23. The river Omoi 
100 meter8 up from Kokur・dam，Nozawa， Minamioshihara-
mura， Kamitouga'gun， Tochigi-ken. 
Under Kanko bridge， Oyama-machi， Bhimot8uga.gun， Tochlgi-
ken 
噂.占. 
明 I24. The river Edo Lower 8もreamfrom the raihvay bridge of Joban line. Kana. 
machl， Tokyo-ω. 司~ 
@ーa 。|25.The river Efinu 
126hMmnji 
Near Shintakatoku station of Tobu line， Fujiwara-machi Shdya-
gun， Tochigi-ken. 
Utagaham・， Nikko-machi， Kamitauga.gun， Tochigi.ken. ・~I ;: Th:-ri:'~:-~:;ya 
ロωI 28.The river Kinu 
29. The river Kinu 
30. The river Tone 
Under the bridge “Shinkyo"， Nikko.machi， Kamitouga-gun， 
Tochigi-ken. 
Kamidaira， Omiya'mura， Shoya-gun. Tochigi-ken. 
Near Kawa8hima station， Shimodate・machi，M・kabe.gun，lbaragi' 
ken. 
Under the railw・ybridge， Toride-machi， Kitasoma.gun， Ibar・gi-
ken. 
31. The river Kokai I Upper “ream from Fukuokl弘d・m，Kitayama， Ma8e-mura， Toukub・-
gun， ，Ibaragi.ken. 
32. MIlr8h Imba I Ferry between Munakata-mura and Uoui-machi， Imba.gun， 
Chiba-ken. 
33. The river Tone I Under the bridge “Suig伺 hashi"， Sawara.s}仏 Chiba.ken.




36. Lake Kitaura 
37. The river Ara 
38. The river Ara 
39. The river Ara 
40. The river Ara 
41. The river Iruma 
42. The river Ot8ube 
Myoginohana， Ukishima-mura， Ina8hiki.gun， Ibaragi-ken. 
Kakezaki， Touga， Daido・mura，Ka8hima.gun， Ibaragi'ken. 
Otaki electric generatlng station， Otaki-mura， Chichibu'gun， 
Saitama.ken. 
Nl'ar Nagatoro station of Chichibu line， Chichibu.gun， Saltama-
ken. 
Kumagaya唱hi，Saitama-ken. 
Upper ・treamfrom confluence point with the river Iruma， 
under Kaihei bridge， Hirakata.machi， Kitaadachi-gun， Saitama. 
ken. 
Under the railway bridge of Tobu 1Ine， Ka8umigaseki， Iruma-
gun， Sai凶 ma-ken.
Under the railway brid，e of Tobu line， Takasaka， Hlki-gun， 
Saitama.ken. 
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44. '1he river Ara 
45. The river Ata 
46.τ11e river Tama 
47. The river Tama 
Under the Ohashi bridge. Yo・hino-mura.Iruma-gun. S&itama-
ken. 
Under Akigase bridge. between Urawa-.hi and Shiki-machi， 
Kitaadachi-gun， Saitama-ken. 
Uuderもherailway bridge. Akabane. Kita-ku. Tokyo-ω. 
Upper sもreamfrom Ogochi dam. Niahitama-gun， Tokyo-ω. 
Near Mitake Btation. of Ome line， Mita・mura，Nishitama-gun. 
Tokyo.to. 
Near Haijima station of Ome line. upper strellm from confluence 
poinもwiththe river Aki. H吋ima-mura，Kitatama-gun， '1okyo-OO. 
Under Higashiakikawa bridge. Higalihiaklru-mura， Ni.hitama-
gun. Tokyo-ω. 
Under the bridge near Takahatafudo， Minamiωma-gun， Tokyo-
to. 
Underもhe l'allw8y bridge， np&r Nakagawara station of Keio 
line. Kitatama-gun， '1okyo-OO. 
Under the railw&y bridge. near Nobori色0・tationof Oda"，ara 
line. Kanagawa-ken. 
'1surumi， Kawawa-machi. Kohoku-ku. Yokohama-ohi， Kana耳awa-
ken. 
'1he middle stream. Hodogaya-ku， Yokohama-・hi.Kanagawa-ken. 
Ferry. Minamitsuru-gun， Yamanashi-ken. 
Shibokusa. Oshino・mur.o， Minamitsuru-gun. Yamanashi-ken. 
Oshino-mura， Minamitsuru-gun. Yamanashi・ken.
100 meters up from Katsur・gawabridge. Daimyoken， Fuji-
yo・hida-Ihi.Yamanashi-ken. 
Upper atream from confluence poin色 wlththe river Sasago. 
Otsukl-machi Kitatsuru-gun. Yamanashi-ken. 
Upper stream from confluence point with the river Katsura. 
near Otsukl-machl. Kitatsuru-gnn. Yamanashi-ken. 
Yose-machi， Tsukui-gun， Kanagawa-ken. 
The inlet of Yokoho.m1‘water works. Kushikawa-mura. Tsukui-
gun， Kanagawa-ken. 
Inlet of irrigation water. Isobe. Sagamihara-machi， Koz・-gun.
Kanagawa-ken. 
Inlet of irrigation water. Yamakita-machi， Ashig・rakami-gun.
Kanagawa-ken. 
??





49. The river Aki 




51. The river Tamo. 
52. '1he rlver '1ama 
53. The river 
Tsurumi 
54. The river 
Katabira 
目't5.Lake Yamanaka 
~ I 56. Spring 
なl “Hakkainoike・
~ I 57. The river 
';j 1 Katsura 
障
. 1 58. '1he river 
~ I K“sura 
宮I59. The river 
<d I Katsura 
?? ??????????????? ?? ??? ?? ?




62. The river Doshi 
@ 
~ ~ 63. The river Sagaml 
64. The river 
Sakawa 
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As 1 have stated in the p1'evious r叩o1't(10l，'，fo'l' the pu1'p3se of 
p1'omoting p1'回isionand efficiency， l' applied the methods' ofmierochemical 
analysis(3， 5， 6) devised by D1'. Shioi1'i to such p1'ocesses as' filt1'ation， 
washing and tit1'ation j Zeiss PU日1'ichphotomete1' 01' Siinazu Photoelect1'ic 
spect1'ophotometer fo1' colo1'imet1'ic 'analysis， and Lange Flame-photomete1' 
fo1' flame analysis. The outline of my methods of analysis is as follows:-
Calcium(3l: By t1'拍tingthe 1'esidue afte1' evapo1'ation with hydl"oehloric 
acid， silicic acid is taken away， and巴alciumis p1'ecipitated as an OX-
alate j aftel' filte1'ing and washing， the p1'舵ipitateis dis801ved in 
snlphu1'ic acid， and isolated 0玄alicacid is tit1'ated by pota閥 iumpe1'・
manganate. 
Magnesium: (11) Magnesium in the filt1'ate whe1'e calcium is sepa1'ated is 
p1'ecipitated as oxyquinolinate j afte1' filte1'ing and washing， it is dis-
solved in hyd1'ochlo1'ic acid and is titr叫 00by potassium bromate and 
sodium thiosulphate(3l. 
(b) Colo1'imetric method(8l. Until the yea1' of 1944， analysis was 
done ac巴o1'dingto the method (a) j after 1945 to the method (b). 
Sodium: (a) Sodium is pr伺 ipitatOOwith uranyl zin巴 acetate j afte1' fil・
te1'ing and washing， it is driOO under room七emperatu1'eand is weighed(3l. 
(b) Method of Flame Analysis. After May of the yea1' of 1953， 
analysis has been done a巴co1'dingto the method (b) j before that， 
acco1'ding to the method (a). 
Potassium: (a) Added a drop of sulphuric acid j sample water is eva-
po1'ated to driness in a platinum dish; ammonia' and organic mattel' 
a1'e removed by heating carefully to dull 1'00; then， it is p1'田ipitat吋
as potassium platinic chlo1'ide， and afte1' filt1'ation and washing with 
alcohol， the precipitate is dissolved in hot wate1'， and potasslum iodide 
is addOO， to get 1'00 w ine cコ101' which is tit1'ated with sodium thio-
su1phate(5，9l. 
A1ka1inity: It ，is ca1culated f1'om the va1ue of titration with acid and 
b1'om-c1'e冒01・g1'een as indicat0r precise1y to pH 4.3， being compa1'ed 
with colo1' standa1'd. 
Sulfate: 1 improved :on the method of Fiske(1l and Iwata(4). Afte1' 
concentration， sulfate is p1'ecipitated being added with benzidin 1'eagent; 
after being filtered by filter-stick pa巴kedwith filter-paper， th~ preci-
pitate is taken out into mic1'o・beake1'by a pin togethe1' with filte1'-pape1'， 
and is tit1'ated by alkali， filte1'-stick being inse1'ted into the beake1'. 
W'hi1e titratiol1， boiling and concent1'ation a1'e continu巴d，side of beaker 
being washed down with the filter-stick til the p1'ecipi凶teof su1phu1'ic 
acid is complete1y dissolved. Sulphate is ce.l巴ulated f1'om tli巴 resu1t，
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after the value of control test is deducted. In order to gain a more 
pr回iseresult，日ulphul'ic恥 idis again pl'ecipitated in pure form by 
adding benzidin 旬 theliquid after titration， and calculated after 
repeating the process of filtl'ation， washing and titration. Chemical 
gla回目 ofg∞d quality is n田essary. so that Alkali should never dissolve 
from beaker and filter-stick. 
Chloride: After titration with silver nitrate solution， n回essarycorl'ection 
is made. 
Silica: Colorimetrio method with sulphuric acid and ammonirun molybdate{9>. 
Iron: 仇 lorimetricmethod with potassium thiocyanate. 
Phosphate: Corolimetric method with ammonium molybdate and stannous 
chloride. 
Nitrate Nit1'ogen: 仇 lo1'imetricby means of diphenylamine method. 
Ammonia Nit1'ogen and Albuminoid Nitrogen: To determine by Ne回目l町、
reagent afte1' distillation(15). 
pH value: In case of acid rivers， by use of glass electrode; otherwise， it
is acco1'ding to colo1'imet1'Y. 
Ha1'dness: It is calculated f1'om the content of lime and magnesia. 
IV. General AS肘ctof Nature of Water in the Kanto 
Districts 
Table 2 shows the 1'esults of analysis of wate1's， which were gotten 
simultaneously， six times in a yeal' (but， some-rive1's， twelve 01' more than 
twelve times)， as 1'e，;a1'ds the defined places. According to the 1'esults， 
the gene1'al situation of the natu1'e of wate1' is the following:ー
pH Value: 
Among the sixty-fou1' plac3s， the most st1'ongly acidic wate1' is pH 2.5， 
and alkaline is pH 8.3. The fo1'me1' is the 1'ive1' Su of Gunma Prefectul'e， 
due to the sulfu1'ic hot sp1'ing of Kusatsu. The t1'ibutary of the 1'iver 
Tone， the rive1' Agatsuma， near Naganoha1'a town， shows acid pH 5.1， 
but it intensifies， at abound， its acidity by the confluence of the 1'ive1' Su. 
'fhen， it日 acidityis weakened， by deg1'ee， with the inc1'ease of flow in 
acco1'dance. Yet， the l'ive1' stil keeps st1'ongly acid pH 4.2， even when it 
app1'uaches to Shibukawa Water Power Plant， situated close by the junctio包
of the 1'ive1' Tone. Other 1'ive1's prove， in gene1'al， neut1'al 01' alkaline 
1'eaction， except the 1'ive1' Agatsruna. The rive1' which has a high alkali-
nity， isthe 1'ive1' A1'a which abounds in calcium， and whose pH is 8.3 in 
the middle st1'eam (at Kumagaya). This sign p1'oves the highest figu1'e 
among othe1' plac8s. 
1955) Kobay&shi: The Water of Rivers in Japa.n. 165 
CaZcium， stαtedαs in Zime (CaO): 
E玄ceptfor 47.0 mgfl in the acid river Su， it is with¥n the range of 
7.0---37.3 mg/l， the most conspi~uou目 is the river Kabura (37.3 mg/l) which 
flows from the quarter of Kozu Meadow， and next comes the river Kanna 
(30.1 mg/l). Others which contain more than 20 mgfl are seen in spots of 
the main stream of the river Ara， including not only Otaki， Nagatoro， 
Kumagaya， Hirakata， Shiki， Akabane， but also the river Tama (at Haijima 
and Noborito) alld the tributaries of the river TOlle， such as the river Usui 
(at Tomioka)， the river Karasu (at Kuragano)， the river Watarase (at 
Fukuoka and Ashikaga)， and Marsh Imba and Marsh Kasumigaura (at 
Okishuku). 
Contrary to these places， the river目 whichhave very little lime， are 
the upper stream of the river Tone (at Numata) containing 7.0 mg/l， and 
the river Kokura， the river Kuji， and the upper stream of the river Tama 
(at Ogochi) and Lake Haruna: they a11， have a very slight amount， ap-
proximately 10 mg/l. 
Mαgnesium， stαtedαs in 1ωgnesiα(MgO) : 
As in the case of the lime， there are distinct differences among the 
rivers invested， though this e玄tendsfrom 1.5 to 9.8 mgfl. In the upper 
stream of the river Ara (at Otaki)， and of the river Tone， there can be 
seen a very' sma11 amount of magnesia， less than 2 mg 11; w hile， Marsh 
Kasumigaura， atOkishuku spot which is situated near the Tsuchiura City， 
has a large amount of it. Also， there can be seen much in the rivers 
Kabura， the Otsube， the T日urumi，the Karasu (at Kuragano)， the upper 
stream of the river Naka (at Knroiso)， the river Agatsuma (at Shibukawa)， 
Marsh Kasumigaura (at Myoginohana) and Marsh Kitaura. 
According to the flow of the river Ara and of the river Tama， there 
are tendencies that、magnesiais increased remarkably， in proportion七othe 
flow from the upper stream to the down stream. 
Sodium， stαtedαs 印 soぬくNa2U、:
This amounts from 3.3 to 37.3 mg/l. Marsh Kasumigaura (at Myogi-
nohana) has a r~markable amount because of the effect of the sea-water， 
despite its sLight influence. Also， Lake Kitaura， Marsh Kasumigaura (at 
Okishuku)， the ri"er Usui， the river Su， the river Kabura have comparatively 
rich amounts. They are mor~ than 15 mgfl. On the 0もherhand， there are 
slight soda in the upper stream of the river Ara (at Otaki)， and of the 
river Tama (.at Ogochi】， and the river Kokura. 
Potαssium， stαtedαs 向 potαsh(K20): 
Potash， needless to say， one of the important agricultural manure， 





















































































































V 15，1953' 12.61 
vn 15， I 12.11 
lX 15， I 12.0 I 
Xl15， jl1.2! 
1 15， 1954110・6
][ 15， i 9.7 
Average 111.4 
V 15，1953 i 15.1 
vn 15， I 16.2 
lX 15， I 18.6 
xl 1:5， I 26.8 
1 15，1954 I 29.2 
][ 15， I ~謁 .4
Average I 22.1 
V 15，1953 I 13.8 
vn 15， I 14.6 
lX 15， I 13.5 
XIl 23. I 15.0 
1 16，1954 i 13.1 
][ 15， 1 13.6 I 
A同 r中 |ω|
62 I 3.8 
58 I 10:3 
55 I 8.5 
60 I 3.4 
61 I 3.7 
56 I 5.1 
図司 5.8
Name oC river 
and place of 
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V 15，1953 13.7 4.61 9.011.321 9.5 14.1 5.0 24.4 0.14 。 0.06 0.06 0.01 80 8.2 7.0 2.0 14th 
No. 4 
3.61 8.41 1.631 10.2 11.6 4.7 23.6 。。 0.37 。 77 8.7 7.1 1.0 
River Nak・，&~ lX 15， 1 11.8 8.4 3.7 26.4 1.∞ 0.01 0.48 0.13 0.07 73 48.6 6.9 1.6 12th 
Akutha・hui-izb取azrag， XI 15， I 14.0 3.71 8.911.18110.7 10.4 4.4 25.2 。。 0.13 0.04 0.04 80 50.0 7.1 1.9 Hig&8hiibaragi-
E酔hEam.-i，hm 
1 15， 1954 ~ 13.1 3.81 8.6 ~ 1.24111.1 13.4 4.5 32.6 。 0.04 0.32 0.06 0.03 88 1.0 
:nr 15， r 11. 9 ' 12.6 5.6 0.37 0.11 0.04 79 1.6 
Average I 13.0 3.81 8.511.441 10.5 11.8 4.7 26.310.1910.01 0.29 0.07 O.凶 市.5 19.7 7.11 1.8 
3.9 11.31 2.C8 7.4 18.410.85 0.011 0.041 0.08 0.01 I 84 38.6 14もh
No. 5 VIl 15， 1 13.2 3.6 8.611.79 
10.41 9.3 7.0 18.1 0.32 。 0.27 。 73 13.4 7.01 1.8 
River Hinura， lX 15， 7.8 1.8 5.31 1.39 6.91 2.6 3.3 15.9 4.60 0.01 0.46 0.17 0.16 54 6.5 1.0 12th 
a色Kaw&ne.mura.XI 15， 9.2 2.8 9.5 1.96 5.1 25.9 0.08 。 0.32 2.04 0.01 75 6.4 7.1 1.3 Higa8hiiooragi-
I電M‘Er.agi-ken 1 15，1954 9.]. 12.8 4.01 5.7127.410.27 
1.4 
:nr 15， 9.1 2.91 9.611.16 11.4 661582411055 0.0110.3410.0610.041 70 19.41 7.1 1.3 
Average 10.5 3.01 9.211.64 10.2 6.91 5.7121.611.11 O.田 0.2610.40 1 O.田 72.2 17.51 6.9 1.5 
】{l16，1943 1.1 3.0 0.02 0.03 45 4 1.1 
1 19，1944 9.3 1.2 o 10.02 0.02 。 55 2 6.9 1.1 
No. 6 :nr 17， 8.7 3.1 6.01 0.861 5.41 9.41 3.81 14.11 0 o 10.22 0.03 0.04 58 。 6.9 1.3 
River Tone， at 
Num&ta-皿achi， V 16， 2.7 1.7 2・2i 0.781 2.61 1・310.81 6・110・01 0.0110.05 0.03 0.04 30 28 6.7 0.5 
Tone-guu， VI 13， 5.4 0.7 o 10.03 0.06 35 。 6.8 0.6 Gunma-ken 2.611.071 4.71 3.81 1.31 9.3' 0.18 0.01 
lX 21， 8.6 1.7 4.7 1.08 。 0.06 0.04 0.05 46 3 7.0 1.1 
Av~rage 7.0 1.9 4.5 O.回 4.71 7.0 2.21 11.710.倒 。0.061 0.(12 i 0.04 制.8 6.1 6.9 1.0 
vn 6，1943 4.7 3.9 1.9124.9 0.02 0.02 omloo-61 ! 4 7.1 1.4 
lX 10， 11.8 3.1 4.1 1.48 1 9.4 7.0 2.8125.5 0.03 。 0.17 i 0沖併 65 11 7.0 1.6 
XI 16， 10.8 3.2 7.4 1.34 I 9.8 7.2 3.2125.7 0.01 。 0.06 1 0.021 0.04 64 2 6.9 1.5 
No. 7 1 19，1944 13.3 2.8 8.4 2.5519.9 12.7 6.01 23.2 。 0.01 0.081 0.021 0.05 71 1 7.1 1.7 River Kataahina， 
at FU8ida， :nr 17， 13.1 3.5 9.8 2.77 11.2 10.5 6.6125.8 。。 0.38 1 0.05 i 0.09 88 。 7.2 1.8 
Tone-gun， V 16， 5.8 1.5 4.3 0.96 5.5 3.5 2.5 15.4 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.08 50 2 6.9 0.8 
Gunma-ken 
¥'113， 10.2 1.6 5.0 1.41 9.3 6.91 1.9 23.2 0.1010.0710.12 60 3 7.1 1.2 
lX 21， 10.1 1.6 5.6 2.07 10.0 5.81 3.5 24.7 0.0310.01 62 2 7.1 1.2 
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vn 6，1943 3.8! 4.7 21.0 2.32 。56.4 9.11 41.0 0.11 。0.27 O.伺 0.06 176 24 
lX 10， 18.8 5.91 6.9 1.99 0.7 30.5 8.9 32.4 0.28 。 0.22 0.03 0.15 124 77 5.4 2.7 
No. 11 XI 16， 21. 9 6.5 i 12.9 2.80 o i 66.01 21.91 35.8 0.42 ! 0 1 0.051 0.031 0.041184 1 12 4.1 3.1 
River Agaも8uma， 1 19，1944 22.9 6.2 13.7 5.33 o 1 71.7 1 23.31 31. 7 3.8 3.2 
at Shibukwa. m 17， 31.9 5.9 o 119.1148.7140.2 3.1 4.0 machi， 3.60! 0.061 0.09 1 0.08 1 0.131278 1 1 
Gunma-gun. V 15， 15.6 5.4 8.213.70 0 回 2 此~I ~~.~ 0.831 0.021 0.141 0.091 0.071135 1 40 4.3 2.3 Gunma-ken vn 13， 22.8 7.1 12.0 3.50 1鈎 o 10岨 iO10012由 13 3.9 3.3 
lX 21， 17.9 4.7 0.11 52.9 I 13.51 36.2 1.041 0 10.1310.161 0.1011ω22 4.9 2.4 
Average 21.6 6.3 11.513.65 0.1 1 64.11 18.21 ~6.4 1.26 10・田i0.131 O.07j 0.1211苅.4125.3 4.2 3.1 
V 15，1953 9.9 3_0 9.0 1.31 8.6 8.5 5.9 14.0 。。。0.10 。 63 11.3 7.3 1.4 
vn 15 9.3 3.0 7.8 1.22 7.3 7.9 5.3 10.2 。。。。 54 2.1 7.2 1.4 10th 
No. 12 lX 15， 9.3 2.2 8.4 1.31 7.7 8.3 5.5 18.0 0.05 。 0.04 0.16 0.07 62 3.0 7.1 1.2 14もhLake Hn.runa， at 
Muroω-machi， 沼 15， 10.2 2.6 9.0 1.36 9.0 8.8 5.0 19.5 0.01 。 0.12 0.14 0.03 67 8.8 6.7 1.4 10th 
Gunma-gun， 1 15，1954 10.9 3.5 9.9 1.71 10.7 11.5 6.1 27.2 。 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.05 84 2.3 7.0 Gunma-ken 1.6 (Snow-fall} 
m 15， 9.5 1.20 9.5 8.1 5.4 19.1 。 0.02 0.15 0.12 0.03 63 1.0 7.1 1.4lfllth 
Average 9.9 2.91 8.9 1.35 8.8 8.9 5.5 18.0 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.04 65.5 4.8 7.1 
1.41 (Snow-falJ) 
V 15，1953 14.4 3.1 6.6 1.88 11.8 11.3 2.8 42.6 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.06 。 91 9.9 7.1 1.9 
vn 15 12.1 3.0 5.1 1.41 9.3 7.7 2.0 38.7 0.10 。 0.28 。 78 14.8 7.3 1.6 10もh
No. 13 lX 15， 12.2 2.3 5.7 1.21 11.6 7.0 1.9 44.7 0.24 0.01 0.20 0.11 0.07 87 17.4 7.4 1.5 14もhRiver Karasu， at 
K u ruma-m ura， XI 15 12.4 2.8 6.1 1.24 12.2 9.0 2.6 43.4 。。'0.18 0.10 0.03 88 11.4 7.5 1.6 10もh
Gunma-gun， 1 15，1954 13.1 3.8 5.8 1.22 13.0 7.2 2.0 62.7 。 0.03 0.32 0.11 0.01 103 9.0 | {出Gunma-ken 7.21 1.8 t(S~~w・f・.ll)
m 15， 13.2 3.3 6.9 1.03 12.7 7.9 2.4 42.5 0.10 0.01 0.24 0.11 0.04 90 3.6 7.3 i 1.8 11もh
Average 12.9 3.1 6.0 1.33 11.8 8.4 2.3 45.8 O.回 0.01 0.21 O.回 0・田|回・5;行 7.31 1.7， (Snow-fall) 
28.3 3.6 27.0 2.25 19.1 30.9 18.8 34.1 0.05 。 0.05 0.05 。 162 3.1 7.2 3.3 
vn 15 20.2 3.7 12.0 1.87 13.8 19.4 6.9 40.2 0.09 0.02 0，26 。 115 11.5 7.2 2.5 10色h
No.14 1 1K15 21.3 4.0 13.9 1.79 18.3 18.2 6.9 41.9 0.23 0.01 0.40 0.10 0.07 125 7.9 7.7 2.7 14もh
River Usui，凶，
Toy伺 ka-皿ur・， XI 15， 20.3 3.1 20.6 2.04 17.7 18.5 14.9 34.6 。。 0.06 0.14 0.04 135 17.' 7.3 2.5 10もh . 
Uaui-gun， 1 15，1954 26.5 3.2 26.6 2.31 20.5 37..2 20.6 40.3 0.01 。 0.31 0.10 0.04 182 1.7 7.2 3.1 (13もhGunma-ken . I (Snow-f・1l)
)[ 15， 22.4 3.6 30.0 1.80 18.2 25.4 19.4 33.9 0.01 。 0.14 0.06 0.03 151 1.3 7.3 2.7 11th 
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同ID Date of Name of river Date of も も も
rコ t? i瓦;〉i rain-fall 。 ーand place of 同血pling ヨ Z 切出 包司凶 before 同自 自 国 領自竜 自 問自 四¥ー百、 。目E 嶋田pling of water " 白目 傷¥ー事、 慣亀 町、、 領¥自事、 自 自 岨 mpling¥ー、 、ー、 、日、 、ー、 、ー、 ー 、ー、 問、同、 司、ー、 。fwater 
xl 16，1943117.61 9.41 9.111.87117.0113.31 4.5 31.81 0.03 0106l0030041053 i7131 
1 19，1944116.31 6.7110.412.08117.9116.81 5.7 29.710.08 0.05 1 0.30 I 0.051 0.061107 1 3 ! 7.21 2.6 
創刊~i.a;:8u ， atl ][ 17， 118.41 6.0110.511.70116.5113.81 5.3 32.710 0.0110.30:0.0310.07IlO5 10 i 7.212.7 
Kuragano・machi，lV 15， 121.81 5.91 12.112.481 19.11 17.61 8.3 36.1 1 0.03 0.041 0.621 0.021 0.06 1132 1 4 1 7.01 3.0 
G unmaa--k Eun， VE 12， 30.5741614.4920.714.010.3 39.010.44 0.0710.7010.0710.181162 111 17.814.1 
IX 21， 1 18.9 i 4.31 9.312.121 18.31 12.91 3.9 38.61 0.18 
Average I 20.6! 6.6111.31 2.佑 18.2114.71 6.3 34.610.13 O.田 0.4210.凹 0.0811却.814.917.23.01
沼 16，1943 34.6 10.1 11.6 1.71 23.4 26.6 9.0 13.8 0.01 。 0.49 0.03 0.04 139 3 8.4 4.9 
1 19，1鈍4 40.7 12.9 10.8 1.40 23.4 36.0 17.0 12.0 。。 0.53 0.02 0.05 177 。 7.4 5.9 
No. 16 1I 17， 45.1 12.9 19.0 1.55 25.7 41.6 20.3 14.7 。 0.01 0.03 0.02 185 。 7.4 6.3 River Kabura， 
at Yawata-mura， V 15， 35.1 5.9 27.8 2.07 24.7 35.4 11.2 15.3 。 0.02 0.32 0.03 0.05 173 1 8.5 4.3 
Tano・gau-Kn4， VJ[ 12， 33.5 7.4 14.0 1.80 9.4 16.3 0.09 0.02 0.55 0.07 0.09 169 1 7.0 4.4 Guuma-ken 
IX 21， 34.9 4.6 13.7 1.53 25.11 32.1 8.4 17.6 。 0.01 0.65 0.04 0.05 154 1 7.1 4.1 
Average 37.3 9.0 16.1 1.68 24.2 お.7 12.5 14.9 0.02 0.01 0.51 O.凶 0.05 1田.2 0.9 7.6 5.0 
2.4 14.6 4.0 0.03 0.18 2 R・ Ka 色 IX 22，19441 32.9 Jver Aanlla. a 
Onishi-machi， 1 xl 8， 1 27.3 3.1 4.3 1.53 I 23.2 4.7 2.6110.4 0.13 0.05 0.50 0.06 1 0.08 1 87 72 7.51 3.2 
Ta回 -gun， Average 30.1 2.8 9.5 1.311 25.3 4.4 2.8 I 10.5 0.07 0.04 0.34 0.0410.岡田.537.0 7.5i 3.4 Gunma-ken 
V 15，1953 16.2 3.0 7.9 2.63 16.6 5.7 2.7 50.8 0.10 0.01 0.04 0.08 。106 6.1 7.2 2.0 
VI 15， 13.1 2.9 5.7 2.04 13.5 3.9 2.2 49.5 0.06 0.01 0.18 0.13 0.06 87 13.0 7.3 1.7 
No. 18 IX 15， 14.6 2.2 8.0 2.72 14.6 6.6 3.1 56.3 0.26 0.06 0.60 0.09 0.07 107 13.4 7.1 1.8 River Kasu， at 
Kasukawa-mura， 氾 15 14.9 2.4 7.3 2.11 15.5 4.7 2.8 52.3 。。 0.02 0.13 0.28 101 18.9 7.3 1.8 
Seta-gun， 1 15，1954 14.4 2.2 7.0 1.89 16.3 5.3 3.2 46.4 0.07 。 0.13 0.08 。 95 4.6 7.3 1.7 Gunma-ken 
][ 15， 15.0 3.1 8.3 1.97 16.5 7.5 3.4 49.6 0.15 0.01 0.10 0.09 0.03 104 7.2 7.3 1.9 










vn 6，1943 22.8 7.8 7.7 1.42 10.8 25.4 I 6.71 28.81 0.05 0.02 I 0.49 0.02 0.07 117 44 6.9 3.4 
lX 10， 26.3 6.6 5.7 1.45 13.0 21.1 6.2 31.8 0.19 0.02 0.63 0.02 0.14 110 104 7.2 3.6 
XI 16， 18.8 8.8 9.9 1.91 8.3 27.2 10.0 27.0 0.06 。 0.56 0.03 0.06 111 12 7.0 3.1 
1 19，1944 21.5 8.1 10.0 1.80 5.1 35.0 I 14.0 27.1 0.01 。 0.45 0.03 0.06 125 12 6.8 3.3 
]l 17， 20.0 8.0 10.8 1.96 4.5 32.8 12.8 28.0 。。 0.40 0.06 0.07 119 12 6.8 3.1 
V 16， 8.2 3.4 5.1 1.06 2.4 13.6 3.7 15.7 。 0.01 0.18 0.03 0.06 62 I 8 6.5 1.2 
No. 19 vn 12， 21.1 4.8 9.8 2.43 5.3 33.7 110.3127.4 0.411 0 1 0.40 0.0710.14 111H6728| River Tone， at 
Kawamata-mura， IX 23 20.3 3.0 7.6 1.51 8.7 27.41 7.7129.6 0.271 0 1 0.26 0.0310.ω 112 1 8 1 6.91 2.5 
Kita岨 itama-gun，V 15，1953 9.6 3.1 4.5 1.11 3.0 12.6 I 3.9i 15.1 0.0710 62 1 61. 91 6.51 1.4 Sai句ma-ken
百宜 15， 21.0 4.0 8.0 1.74 10.5 23.2 I 6.8 I 26.6 0.28 1 0 1 0.27 0.10: 0.06 、104 119.21 7.11 2.7 
lX 15， 21.6 5.3 9.0 2.01 14.2 21.81 5.9127.8 0.371 0.02 ! O.剖 0.1710.07 
XI 15， 21.0 5.5 10.2 2.18 7.9 28.4110.9130.7 0.35 ! 0 1 0.34 O.ω0.09 129 1 20.01 6.71 2.9 
1 15，1954 22.7 4.3 11.2 2.44 5.9 35.5113.7142.5 0.4210.0210.33 0.0810.06 
4.2 11.3 1.80 7.8 27.8110.1130.5 0.401 0 1 0.38 OV03 
1 Average 116.7 4.9 8.6 1.77 7.7 26.11 8.8j 27.8 0.231 0.01 1 0-38 O.渇 0.071回.3126.8 I 6.91 2.8 
V 15，1953 20.7 3.4 9.7 2.40 11.1 19.4 8.1 33.6 0.09 。 0.05 0.10 0.08 110 3.0 7.2 2.5 
No. 20 vn 15， 16.2 3.6 5.2 1.40 4.4 23.7 3.3 19.3 0.30 
。 0.27 0.09 0.06 81 88.2 6.8 2.1 9色h
River Watarase， lX 15， 19.1 2.7 6.9 1.43 8.0 24.4 3.8 27.5 0.18 0.01 0.17 0.09 0.07 96 12.3 7.3 2.3 
at 斑 15， 20.2 3.4 11.8 2.36 14.6 13.9 11.0 45.2 。。 0.14 0.11 0.28 122 22.9 7.4 2.5 Fukuoka-mura， 
Yamnda-gun， 1 15，1954 19.1 4.0 12.7 2.00 16.6 11.3 12.8 51.1 。 0.01 0.20 0.08 0.01 128 4.5 7.3 2.5 
Gunma-ken m: 15， 26.6 3.7 7.3 0.86 11.4 15.5 4.5 24.4 0.20 0.02 0.37 0.04 0.03 92 3.8 7.2 3.2 
Average 20.3 3.4 8.9 1.74 11.0 18.0 7.3 33.5 0.13 0.01 0.20 O.回 O.的 10~.8 22.5 7.2 2.5 
vn 6，1943 19.6 5.9 8.1 21.3 4.5 92 65 6.91 2.8 
lX 10， 17.6 3.4 4.0 1.54 6.3 23.6 2.1 21.510.23 10.011 O.50i 0.021.0.06 81 91 6.9 2.2 
斑 17， 22.3 5.0 6.1 1.83 8.7 31.0 3.9 22.51 0.021 0 1 0.321 0.031 0.07 99 4 7.0 2.9 
No. 21 1 19，1944 27.4 5.2 5.5 2.01 10.8 37.9 6.7 21.61 0.011 0 1 0.321 0.051 O.ω 121 2 7.1 
River Wat町 ase，m: 17， 29.9 6.1 0.4 2.70 11.8 34.4 8.8 23.2 。。 0.02 0.06 127 。 7.2 3.8 a色Ashikaga-shi，
Tochigi-】[en V 16， 22.4 3.3 6.6 1.98 9.8 27.8 5.8 20.7 0.02 0.01 0.47 0.04 0.06 107 9 7.0 2.7 
vn 12， 29.5 4.8 9.5 2.86 18.2 27.7 6.1 25.1 0.17 。 0.63 0.06 0.13 130 4 7.0 3.6 
lX 22， 22.2 3.3 6.2 2.21 8.5 30.3 3.2 22.3 I 0.25 0.05 103 6 
Average 23.9 4.6 6.7 2.05110.3 i 29.3 5.1 盟.410.回 0.01 1 0.471 O.凶 0.07 107.5 22.6 7.01 3.0 . 
? ?
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、戸¥ 、ー¥ 司、ー、 依、目毛、 町、ー¥ of water 
V 15， 1953 8.7 2.1 3.5 0.83 6.8 4.8 2.0 11.8 。。 0.10 0.15 0.09 41 1.4 6.8 1.2 13， 14th 
No. 22 VI[ 15， 9.4 3.1 3.4 0.97 7.6 5.8 2.3 13.0 
。。 0.22 0.09 0.06 46 1.8 6.8 1.4 
River Kokura， at 10.9 1.7 4.1 1.43 9.6 5.0 1.5 14.3 0.01 0.01 0.27 0.09 0.07 50 2.2 6.5 1.3 
Mina皿 ioshihara- IX 15， 10.1 2.0 3.9 1.04 8.3 5.0 0.5 13.8 。。 0.18 0.14 0.12 50 15.6 6.8 1.3 mura， 
KamibM-kEeaa -gun， XI 27， 10.2 2.0 3.7 0.97 8.4 4.8 2.6 13.2 。。 0.35 0.16 0.04 48 51.0 6.9 1.3 
Tochigi ][ 15， 1954 9.3 2.1 3.7 0.66 7.6 4.4 2.5 12.0 。 0.01 0.40 0.06 0.02 48 。7.1 1.2 
Average 9.8 2.2 3.7 0.98 8.1 5.0 1.9 13.0 。。 0.25 0.12 0.07 47.2 12.0 6.8 
W: 7， 1943 13.9 5.9 7.6 
31 2810γ 。“ 0.06179 110 1 7.1 2.2 IX 11， 11.3 3.2 5.6: 1.271 11.2 5.0 1.81 19.5  .041 0.011 0.281 0.03 0.061 57 1 18 1 6.9 1.6 
XI 17， 10.1 5.5 4.1 1.15 12.2 4.8 2.9124.5 i 0.0210 10.4110.03 0.05164 1 2 1 7.2 1.8 
No. 23 1 18， 1944 12.2 4.6 5.1 1.19 12.6 6.7 4.01 21.0 1 0 1 0.011 0.48 1 0.04 0.071 65 I 2 1 7.1 1.9 River Omoi， aも
OShyaim阻o止Mmuazcbhi， ][ 16， 12.3 5.0 6.5 1.23 12.7 6.5 3.4121.610 10 ー 0.01 0.01174 10 17.1 1.9 ga-gun， V 15， 12.6 5.2 7.2 0.96 12.7 5.6 4.21 19.11 0.011 0 1 0.66 1 0.01 0.04174 1 6 1 7.0 2.0 Tochigi-ken 
VIl 12， 15.3 4.4 7.7 2.06 16.0 9.7 39n7I0180 。… 2.1 
i IX23， 12.21 2.7! 5.911.46 11.9 5.7 2.61 21. 7 1 0.071 0 1 0.38 1 0.03 0.071 67 I 2 1 7.1 1.6 
Average 12.7 6.5 3.3121.710.051 0 1 0.45] O.田 1.9 
V 15， 1953 10.7 3.5 5.5 1.53 3.4 19.1 5.2 17.7 0.45 。 0.04 0.26 0.15 70 30.4 6.5 1.6 
W: 15， 19.1 3.8 7.4 1. 77 8.3 22.1 6.0 26.4 0.70 。 0.21 0.20 。 99 44.2 6.8 2.4 
No. 24 IX 15， 23.2 5.5 9.6 1.61 12.1 26.0 7.8 30.5 0.67 0.01 0.28 0.10 。113 24.9 7.1 3.1 13， 14もhRiver Edo， aも
区ana-machi， 氾 17， 21.6 5.4 10.2 2.09 8.9 27.3 10.5 29.9 0.03 。 0.34 0.18 0.23 122 24.2 6.9 2.9 
Kat凹 shika-ku 1 16， 1954 21.2 5.7 12.0 2.13 10.6 33.4 0.35 0.08 0.40 0.08 0.03 1お 15.0 6.9 2.9 Tokyo-to 
][ 15， 22.0 7.0 12・0 2.02 8.61 30.3 10.9 30.6 2.∞ 0.01 0.40 0.13 0.02 127 3.5 6.8 3.2 









lX 11， 1943 12.6 1.5 5.6 9.4 0.02 0訓!0.23 0.02 0.05 61 10 
XI 17， 13.6 3.4 7.0 1.171 10.1 8..0 3.5 i 16.2 0.01 。。 0.03 0.04 59 1 7.2 i 1.8 
No. 25 1 18， 1944 15.6 1.9 7.9 1.21 10.4 12.0 7.0 18.0 
。 0.01 。 0.03 。 72 2 7.1 1.8 
River Kinu. at ][ 16. 13.6 4.6 9.0 1.∞ 11.4 11.8 5.3 17.4 。。 0.14 0.01 0.04 72 。7.2 2.0 
Fujiwara-machi， V 15， 9.5 2.2 4.4 1.13 7.9 7.1 2.5 1 12.4 
10田個師団
70 154 1.111.3 
TShochyiag-gトukne，n vn 13. 12.7 1.3 7.7 2.14 9.8 9.0 4.5117.5 0.0410 10.0710.0710.12 62 1 0 7.211.5 
lX 23. 13.5 1.5 6.5 1.22 9.6 10.1 3.5 1 18.6 0.0710.0110.1710.0510.06 64 112 6.91 1.6 
Average 13.0 2.3 6、9 1.27 9.7 9.6 4.21 17.2 0.0310.0110.1010.0510.05 65.71 11.2 
V 15. 1953 15.5 3.5 10.6 1.72 12.1 13.0 4.7 22.7 0.28 。0.05 0.10 0.05 85 16.5 7，1 2.0 
vn 15， 14.3 3.9 9.1 1.69 11.4 13.3 5.1 、23.3。。。 0.06 0.08 '80 1.8 7.3 2.0 (10， 11， 12; 113， 14th 
No. 26 lX 15. 14.8 2.2 9.6 1.57 11.4 14.9 4.4 22.3 0.08 0.01 0.14 0.08 0.07 82 15.3 7.1 1.8 12， 13七hI品keChujenji， at 
Nikko・machi， XI 15. 14.4 2.4 11.2 1.82 11. 7 11.8 5.3 22.3 0.04 。0.30 0.18 0.27 83 28.8 7.1 1.8 11th 
Eamiuiu-hge-n -gun， 1 15. 1954 15.0 2.2 11.6 2.80 13.4 11.9 5.8 28.1 。 0.01 。 0.08 0.04 92 i.o 7.1 1.8 Tochigi-ken 
DI 15， 14.1 2.5 9.7 1.72 13.1 13.2 4.8 25.8 0.23 0.01 0.60 0.06 0.02 83 3.0 7.2 1.8 11，12th 
Average 14.7 2.8 10.3 1.剖 12.2 13.0 5.0 別.1 0.11 0.01 0.18 O.回 O.田 84.2 11.1 7.2 1.9 
lX 11， 1943 14.6 311581田町 8.2 0.01 0.04 0.44 0.03 0.06 82 22 
XI 17， 12.9 3.81 8.511.85113.3110.6 2.9 33.0 。 0.06 0.48 0.02 0.05 86 2 7.311.8 
No. 27 1 18. 1944 14.2 3.5! 16.21 1.731 13.5! 11.8 3.3 
27.3 。 0.03 0.49 0.02 0.04 91 1 7.31 1.9 
River Daiya， a色 ][ 16， 14.8 4.6 10.2 1.75 13.9 11.4 3.1 29.6 。 0.03 0.33 0.01 0.02 90 。7.4 2.1 
Nikko-machi， V 15， 12.4 2.9 21.1 。 0.06 0.28 0.02 0.04 80 1 7.4 1.9 
EamiMu-kgea且'gun， 
Tochigi vn 13 14621…14.1 10.7 2.9 32.6 0.04 0.06 0.83 0.06 0.09 88 5 7.5 1.9 
lX 22 13.21 2.2 i 9.711.93113.6 10.3 2.3 32.3 0.02 I 0.051 0.951 0.03 0.05 89 ! 0 7.1 1.6 
Average 10.8 2.9 ，悶.9 0.01 I 0.05 I 0.541 o.田 0.05 7.3 1.9 
V 15， 1953 12.2 2.7 6.5 1.∞ 8.5 8.5 3.1 19.6 0.03 。 0.04 0.10 。 64 1.3 7.1 1.6 
vn 15， 11.8 2.7 5.4 1.25 9.6 7.9 3.0 21.7 。。 0.05 0.07 0.06 64 3.6 7.0 1.6 
No. 28 医師， 13.0 2.1 7.2 1.23 10.7 10.6 3.4 23.7 0.01 0.04 0.60 0.10 0.07 75 3.6 7.2 1.6 13， 15th River Kinu， at 。miya'mura， XI 16， 14.3 2.2 8.3 1.40 11.7 9.8 3.9 22.4 。。 0.08 0.15 0.07 78 25.0 7.3 1.7 15th 
Shoya-guD， 1 16. 1954 9.7 3.1 4.9 0.99 10.9 3.6 2.3 30.9 。 0.01 0.29 0.07 0.01 71 0.6 7.0 1.4 14th Tochigi-ken 
][ 15， 1耳.8 2.6 8.5 1.29 11.1 ー11.4 4.5 21.8 0.04 0.06 0.18 0.05 0.02 76 0.6 7.2 '1.7 
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2.8 7.4 4 102 0.27 。4.1 7.7 6.1 19.9 
14.7 
VI 7， 1943 






































































































































































































































14th 2.8 6.9 61.5 105 0.78 0.61 0.07 0.02 1.50 23.9 7.5 
6.0 
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? ? ? ?
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V 15， 1~53 11.1 20.0 9氾 23.2 0.94 O.位 0.06 0.23 0.17 111 17.2 6.9 2.7 13th 
3宜15， 28.11 4.2 11.5 1. 77 I 22.3 19.9 9.7 17.6 0.21 0.01 0.20 0.13 0.05 129 4.2 8.8 3.4 
No. 32 l'{ 15， 14.3 4.2 5.7 1.41 14.5 5.4 4.6 17.0 0.80 。。0.11 0.07 69 6.9 8.3 2.0 12th 1I1arsh Imba. aむ
U8ui-皿achi， xl 15， 22.1 9.0 12.0 I 6お 28.9 3.9 10.2 28.2 0.35 0.05 0.34 0.04 0.23 122 19.5 6.9 3.5 14th 
CImhibr-ghuen ， 1 14， 1954 22.4 7.7 12.3 2.13 25.3 7.5 8.8 35.3 0.65 0.05 0.28 0.15 0.05 121 2.0 7.1 3.3 13th 
][ 15， 19.6 4.1 9.5 1.54 20.9 10.4 6.9 23.4 1.70 0.03 0.26 0.06 0.04 109 75.7 7.1 2.5 13th 
Average 21.2 5.6 10.4 2.92 21.0 11.2 8.3 24.1 0.78 O.田 0.19 0.12 0.10 110.1 加.9 7.5 2.9 
lX 10判叫 4.7 13.1 1.80 11.2 13.4 2.8 124.5 0.23 10.03 0.29 0.03 0.07 87 72 7.0 2.2 
Xl16， i 18.6i 7.8 10.5 1. 79 15.1 14.7 9.4122.2 0.1210 0.29 0.02 0.04 
，。 4 7.2 3.0 
1 18， 1944 1 21.21 4.4 9.5 1.92， 16.4 18.5 10.3 I 22.9 0.2410 0.26 0.0710.07 111 4 7.3 2.7 
][ 16， 21.1 7.6 13.4 ' 2.34 16.8 18.7 10.3 22.7 0.12 。0.30 0.02 0.07 114 2 7.2 3.2 
V 15 9.8 3.9 5.7， l.()8 5.9 13.5 3.3 15.0 0.07 0.02 0.24 0.01 0.05 鎚 19 6.9 1.5 
¥][ 12， 19.8 4.9 10.9 2.06 13.8 19.7 9.0 19.7 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.17 106 8 7.4 2.7 
N-o. 33 l'{ 21， 16.4 2.2 5.4 1.88 13.6 11.9 4.5 22.2 0.29 0.02 0.25 0.04 0.07 i6 14 7.2 1.9 River Tone， aも
Saw，・ra..ohi， V 15， 1953 15.5 4.0 10.9 1.94 8.7 17.5 9.8 18.0 0.45 0.01 0.05 0.23 0.20 a 15.3 6.8 2.1 13th 
Chiba-ken ¥][ 15， 3.6 6.2 1.88 10.2 14.6 4.2 18.3 0.25 0.01 0.29 0.10 0.07 80 28.6 7.0 2.2 
lX 15， 18.5 4.7 9.0 1.82 15.9 15.1 5.6 24.0 0.68 0.02 0.27 0.09 0.06 93 12.0 7.1 2.5 12th 
刃 15， 20.7 5.3 110.612.07115.3 。0.03 0.15 0.12 14( 34.1 7.1 2.8 14もh
1 14， 1954 22.2 4.3 14.711.98119.9 15.0112.9121.910.75 0.02 。0.08 0.10 11~ 25.5 7.2 2.8 13th 
J( 15 6.8 12.611.67115.2 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.02 1官。 4.4 7.1 2.9 13th 
1 Average 18.2 4.9
1 
10.211.86113.7 15.91 7.7121.1' 0.33 0.01 0.21 0.04 O.回 SIi.4 18.7 7.1 2.5 
V 15， 1953 16.7 4.6 22.8 2.83 15.4 11.3 20.5 2.0 0.26 0.01 0.04 0.21 0.17 102 7.0 6.9 2.3 14th 
No. 34 VU 15， 8.5 6.7 21.4 3.24 13.8 21.2 
19.8 6.2 1.25 0.03 0.27 0.12 0.16 99 38.4 6.9 1.8 
Lake lX 15， 27.9 12.0 20.6 6.04 19.4 34.1 17.5 8.6 0.35 一 0.36 0.10 0.06 148 11.6 7.5 4.5 
Kasumigaura， at 40.9 19.6 28.8 7.27 25.0 75.0 26.9 18.7 0.48 0.04 1.04 0.25 0.18 239 26.8 6.9 6.8 Ka血iotsu-mur・，
Niihari-gun， 7.5.! 21.3 4.88 23.3-23.7 20.7 30.1 0.09 0.13 0.60 0.06 0.06 154 2.1 7.2 3.5 14もh
Ibar・gi-ken ][ 15， 1 20.8 8.1 20.4 2.89 17.4 18.5 15.0 16.9 0.70 0.06 0.55 0.06 0.02 120 13.5 7.0 3.2 














a。a ち出 52 8る0 :- s 5 。戸 α2 を 1ーる甘 e z z 国 Date of Name of river Date of '6 .r; 含豆一 時a回a p> rain-iall 
理←E2回工 竺E戸i.Z回。千. 
司
Eロa. aod Jllace of sampling 






嶋田pling of water '、ー.、 ヨ
旬、ー自、 主自&4 l 三自& 担@. 8amJlling 、山、 、戸、ー 旬、戸、 、ー、 ‘ . 。fwater 
V 15， 1953 22.3 3.4 90.3 4.72 29.3 19.1 87.7 7.1 0.18 0.01 0.06 0.23 0.12 261 8.7 7.3 2.7 12th 
No. 35 VI 15， 18.2 5.7 25.1 2.95 13.8 11.8 34.9 6.0 0.06 0.02 0.28 0.7:1 
0.01 127 8.0 7.2 2.7 
Lake IX 15， 17.4 6.5 26.6 3.12 17.4 15.0 25.3 8.3 0.30 0.03 0.16 0.12 0.07 123 7.2 7.1 2.7 13， 14th 
Kasumigaura， at xl 15， 15.2 6.6 24.6 3.09 16.4 9.6 24.9 3.3 0.08 。 0.17 0.14 0.24 105 29.0 7.4 2.4 Ukishima皿ura)
Inashiki-gun， 1 16， 1954 21.3 7.3 28.4 2.62 19.2 19.4 29.7 13.3 0.06 0.02 0.33 0.12 0.03 148 5.0 6.9 3.1 
Ib・ragi-ken ][ 15， 14.0 7.4 28.7 2.19 13.0 17.1 23.7 11.5 。 0.03 0.10 0.11 0.03 117 3.0 7.3 2.4 
Average 18.1 6.2 "9.3 3.12 18.2 15.3 37.7 8.3 0.11 0.(1 0.18 0.17 o.a 146.8 10.2 7.2 2.7 
VI 27， 1953 13.0 5.3 32.2 2.61 16.1 8.4 32.8 13.5 0.04 f 0.10 。121 3.3 7.1 2.0 24th 
VlI 15. 14.4 4.3 29.7 3.09 15.5 10.7 30.3 14.7 0.02 10.04 0.041 0.13 。119 3.2 7.3 2.0 
No. 36 IX 15， 12.6 6.0 25.7 2.26 16.2 9.4 26.2 3.2 o ; 0.01 0.2410.10 0.05 1∞ 8.2 7.3 2.1 13色hLake Kitaura， 
at Daido-mura， 沼 15， 11.6 6.5 22.7 2.36 15.0 5.1 23.6 0.5 。。 0.03 0.14 0.26 95 30.8 7.1 2.1 
KIba-rhaigmi-k-gen un， 1 15， 1954 11.. 7.0 22.1 2.62 14.4 7.6 25.0 12.0 。 0.06 o.n 0.09 0.03 1但 6.8 7.0 2.1 13th 
班 15， 11.2 8.0 28.4 2.39 14.0 10.3 26.1 14.2 。 0.03 0.14 0.13 0.01 112 2.1 7.0 2.2 11th 
Average 12.4 6.2 指.8 2.56 15.2 8.6 '0.3 9.7 0.01 o.回 0.10 0.12 o.a 1国.~ 9.1 7.1 2.1 
頃 12，1942 30.9 1.9 3.91 0.84 21.0 13.7 0.7 13.1 0.04 0.02 0.22 0.01 O.但 86 3 3.4 
No. 37 X 5， 23.0 1.4 2.8 0.75 17.2 8.8 0.7 12.0 0.02 0.03 0.20 。。 67 1 7.5 2.5 River Ara， at 
Otaki-皿ura， 氾 30， 23.3 1.4 3.2 0.50 16.5 13.5 1.1 10.5 0.04 0.01 0.15 0.01 0.04 67 1 7.4 2.5 
Chichibu-kzemn ， 1 27， 1943 26.4 2.3 3.1 0.63 19.3 13.7 1.7 9.0 0.04 0.01 0.09 0.03 3.5 7.3 3.0 Saitama-keD 
Average 25.9 1.8 3.3 o.鴎 18.5 12.4 1.1 11.2 o.倒 0.(1 0.17 0.01 o.田沼.0 2.1 7.6 2.9 
IV 14， 1942 22.0 2.6 6.4 1.∞ 19.8 14.0 1.8 9.7 。 0.02 0.14 0.01 0.06 75 1() 7.8' 2.6 
VI 12， 28.9 3.6 7.0 1.20 23.1 12.8 1.1 11.1 。 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.04 87 2 8.6 3.4 
No. 38 酒 12， 37.3 3.7 7.3 1.ω 24.8 19.3 2.0 14.1 0.04 0.04 0.45 。 0.06 107 10 8.4 4.2 River Ara， at 
CNhagicahMibruo-， gun， X 5， 27.5 2.8 5.1 0.84 21.3 11.8 1.8 12.0 
。 0.03 0.23 0.02 0.03 80 1 7.6 3.1 
Saitama-ken xl 30， 30.9 3.0 3.9 0.79 23.2 16.7 2.2 10.5 0.12 0.01 0.23 0.01 O.儲 1∞ 4 7.4 3.5 
1 27， 1943 29.9 3.7 6.0 1.03 23.7 16.3 3.3 8.7 。 0.01 0.16 0.03 0.05 89 0.6 7.9 3.5 
Average 29.4 3.2 6.0 0.98 22.7 15.2 2.1 11.0 o.回 0.02 0.22 0.01 o.邸 89.7 4.6 8.0 3.4 






















町 14，194219.8I 3.2 6.4 0.84 21.4 15.5 2.1 8.9 。 0.02 0.13 0.01 0.04 75 8 7.6 2.4 
VI 12， 31.9 4.3 6.5 1.43 24.8 14.1 2.0 10.0 。 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.03 93 1 8.3 3.8 
No. 39 酒 12， 35.9' 3:9' 7~6・ 1:11 25.4' 18:4 2，0 14:3 0:02 O~ll5 OAl 。品d 0;09 107- 21 8;3 4;1 
River Ara， at X 5， 30.2 3.3 6.1 0.84 22.6 12.9 2~1 13.3 。 0.02 0.23 0.01 0.04 90 2 8.7 3.5 Kumagaya-shi， 
Sait&ma-ken xl 30， 32.0 4.5 7.4 0.79 24.6 17.6 2.9 10.0 0.03 0.01 0.22 0.02 0.06 102 2 8.6 3.8 
1 27， 1943 29.8 6.7 6.5 0.89 25.7 16.1 3.7 8.1 。 。 0.13 0.03 0.05 98 1.4 8.3 3.9 
、
Averag.， 盟.9 4.3 6.8 0.98 目.1 15.8 2.5 10.8 0.01 0.02 0.21 0.02 o.国 制.~ 5.9 8.3 3.6 
町 14，1942 19.6 3.9 7.6 17.1 3.2 9.7 0.16 0.03 0.21 0.02 0.07 85 16 7.4 2.5 1.18 i 23.7 
VI 12 31.0 7.1 8.4 1.36 I 26.4 18.1 4.1 14.0 0.14 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.08 109 5 8.3 4.1 
No. 40 ¥1 12， 31.8 5.4 5.8 1.伺 25.0 18.4 2.0 13.2 0.16 0.07 0.45 。 0.13 114 62 7.4 3.9 River Ara， a色
Hiraka ta-machi， X 5， 30.4' 4.2 7~5 1.15 24.1' 14.4. 3.2 14.3 d:15・。、嶋:();29. O.OZ 0，06 95 5会 7，3 3.6 
Ki taadachi-gun， Xl30 34:0 5.7 6.3 1.07 27. 1 19.1 4.0 13，6 0.27 0.01 0.25 0.03 0.05 114 4 7.3 4，2 Saitama-ken 
1 27， 1943 32.4 6.9 8_1 1.02 25.0 22.9 4.3 11.8 O.切 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.06 112 7.5 7.3 4:2 
Average 盟.9 5.5 7.3 1.15 25.2 18'.5 3.5 12.8 0.23 0.0:1 0.24 o.倒 o.a 11M.8 16.6 7.5 3.8 
町 14，1942 17.3 13.8 10.2 4.3 10.7 。 0.01 0.57 0.01 0.07 64 7 7.3 2.3 
No. 41 VI 12， 16.4 4.2 I 4.8 I 1.伺 13.8 9.7 3.3 13.1 
。 。 0.47 0.19 0.10 65 1 6.9 2.2 
River Iruma， at 咽 12， 20.8 4.2 6.1 1.07 16.7 12.6 4.4 14.5 。 0.01 0.54 0.04 0.02 83 4 6.8 2.7 
Kasumigaseki: X 5， 19，1 3，7' 5.0 0.95 16.6 8，4 3.2 17.1 ()';Q2- 0;01 0.39 0.05 0，04 70 3 7，0 2.4 mura， 
3.6 Iruma-gun， xl 30 20.2 5.2 0.90 17.7 10.3 3.6 14.1 0.01 0 0.40 0.02 0.03 83 6 7.0 2.7 
Saitama-ken 1 27， 1943 20.9 6.3 4.2 1.41 18.5 9.6 3.3 14.5 。 。 0.46 0.05 0.05 77 3.3 7.3 3.0 
Average 19.1 4.6 5.0 1.07 16.2 10.1 3.7 14.0 0.01 0.01 I 0.47 O.田 0.05 75.7 4.1 7.1 、2.6 
VI 12， 1942 15.6 6.9 4.6 0.93 15‘2 10.1 3.6 
No. 42 ¥1 12， 21.1 7.5 6.9 0.88 20.6 10.1 4.1 15.4 0 1 0.021 0.44 I 0.011 O.但 88 1 2 1 7.213.2 
River Otsube， a色 X 5， 17.7 6.7 5.2 0.79 18.3 8.8 3.9 17.7 0.0210.0110.4010.0310.041 79 1 2 1 7.212.7 
T，aiQI.saka-mura， 
刃 30， 18.9 7.7 3.2 0.77 18.1 9.6 4.0 15.1 0.011 0.011 0.29! 0.0310 1 83 1 1 1 7.313.0 lliki-gun， 
品・itama-ken 1 27， 1943 17.3 7.6 3.5 1.02 17.1 9.9 4.1 13.4 0.0410 10.3110.0310.051 77 1 1.41 7.312.8 




















. 、 司 宕=司 a沼周T g E: 1=aる司・ tPる同 国。ヨ 日2 安 =ー 主切 eきg・Lて旦1a ∞ ・r Date oi Name oi river D"te oi も 。戸 ，9 き 弓E忌一一個E・ 炉国2. ・ rain-iall 
and…
司、昌ー、
自 自 ヨ 自
岡、ヨー¥ 
z z 昌吉 。・ 。ー 司国 且. beiore 
8Bmpling of water 
| 叫j〉2 i| 同〉ョ 問、 明、昌、
目
ヨ 岡、 山 ヨg 哩ELEa 
:l 
四 司 明、ー、、 伺 ヨ ⑤ 岨 mpling、ー、 、】、 ー 、ー、 '、ー、‘
ーロ。
空ー-Ld晶 a 崎、ー、 且E: a・ of waもer
lV 14， 1942 15.4 4.7 6.9 1.∞ 15.9 10.7 5.3 11.0 0.19 0.02 0.29 0.02 0.05 70・ 10 7.3 2.2 
、iI12， 15.7 6.7 6.6 1.36 15.4 10.4 4.1 13.6 0.13 0.04 0.21 0.02 0.04 73 7 8.3 2.5 
No. 43 ¥1 12， 22.5 7.4 7.5 1.06 21.5 12.5 4.1 16.2 0.14 0.04 0.51 0.01 0.09 91 6 7.4 3.3 
River Iru血札 at
Yo・hincト皿ur&， X 5， 18.6 6.5 5.5 0.98 18.5 9.3 3.9 18.4 0.12 0.02 0.38 0.02 0.04 81 1 7.3 2.8 
Iru皿a-gun， xl 30， 18.3 8.0 5.2 1.13 19.5 10.5 4.3 U;，7 0.33 0.02 0.26 0.07 0.06 85 3 7.2 3.0 Saitama-ken 
1 27， 1943 17.2 8.2 5.2 1.29 20.4 9.7 5.3 14.5 0.51 0.02 0.24 0.05 0.05 80 7.3 7.5 2.9 
' 
Average 18.0 6.9 6.2 1.14 18.5 10.5 4.5 15.1 0.24 O.白 0.32 O.田 0.06 間.0 5.7 7.5 2.8 
6.0 8.0 1.12 21.6 14.1 3.9 11.4 0.29 0.03 0.23 0.01 0.04 82 17 7.3 2.4 
、iI12. ， 23.9 7.6 7.6 1.40 22.1 14.2 4.3 14.4 0.19 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.10 96 16 7.2 2.5 
No. 44 ¥1 12， 27.9 6.9 7.1 1.31 23.2 14.9 2.7 14.5 0.18 0.06 0.43 0.01 0.11 103 44 7.2 3.8 
River Ara， at 
Shiki-machi， X 5， 24.6 6.2 6.4 1.58 21.8 12.7 3.9 19.5 0.16 0.03 0.23 0.10 0.14 95 10 7.2 3.3 
Kitaadachi-gun， う([30， 31.4 7.2 7.3 1.49 24.5 16.5 5.1 15.4 0.45 0.01 0.22 0.05 0.09 1伺 9 7.3 4.1 Saita血a-ken
1 27， 1943 25.7 8.2 7.5 1.71 22.9 22.5 5.5 15.5 0.89 0.03 0.17 O.伺 O.伺 107 14.0 7.3 3.7 
Average 26.4 7.0 7.3 '.4 22.7 15.8 4.2 t5.1 0.36 O.邸 0.23 0.05 O.回 98.2 18.3 7.3 3.3 
lW14MlM 
6.9 9.8 1.39 5.3 13.7 0.43 0.03 0.35 0.02 0.09 95 48 7.1 3.5 
、iI12， I 22.8 7.8 14.9 2.20 17.2 I 23.2 11.8 17.3 0.46 0.05 0.31 0.04 0.15 109 11 6.6 3.4 
No. 45 百 12， 12渇.1 4.3 7.6 1.24 22.11 18.0 3.1 14.4 0.20 0.07 0.52 0.02 0.12 101 67 7.1 3.2 
River ArB， at 1 IX 20， I 18.2 4.7 5.5 1.41 13.8! 9.7 3.2 13.3 0.10 0.04 0.49 0.02 0.03 75 59 7.0 2.5 
Ak8blrne-machi， X 5， 23.4 4.5 6.9 1.36 20.7 13.5 4.3 17.2 0.25 0.05 0.21 0.02 0.07 88 11 7.2 3.0 Kita-ku， Tokyo 
苅 30 24.0 8.5111.111.97121.1 お 1190m61UM060E014
1 27， 1943 I 26.8 8.61 9.312.05127.5114.91 6.0116.011.0110.05 10.23 10.1610.08 111 135.01 7.313.9 
















V 15， 1953 11.9 2.2 3.7 1.02 9.8 5.0 0.3. 13.5， O.ω 。0.0.10.21 0.13 .9 '.5 7.1 1.5 
VI 15， 10.p 1..'・ 3.2 O.U 8..7 3.1 o '1:5.3' 0.02 0.02 0.1610.16 。 8.7 7.1 1.3 
No. 46 lX 15， 10.9 1.4 3.6 1.03 9.8 5.5 。18.1 0.03 0.02 0.0' 0.04 0.05 48 '.0 1.' 1.3 12， 13， 1.むhRiver T，恒国， at 
句舵!hi-田町a， 氾 16， 10.7 1.. 3.6 0.91 9.7 6.7 1.0 17.5 0 。 0.10 0.19 0.11 50 17.3 7.3 1.3 
:Nf . mta岨・-~un ， I 1'， 195. 11.6 1.1 3.8 0.61 10.2 5.3 0.3 17.3 0 。 0.10 O.U 0.01 .9 。7.1 1.3 Toky争色。
:m 15， 11.0 1.5 3.8 0.71 9.6 '.7 0.7 15.8 0 0.021 O.鈎 0.09!0.02 .7 1.2 7.2 1.3 
Average 11.1 1.5 3.6 O.制 9.6 5.1 0.4 16.3 0.01 MO121M |山 47.8 6.0 7.2 1.3 
lV 12， 19.2 17.1 1.9 '.5 0.80 13.5 6.7 O. 7 13.5 0.12 55 15 7.0 2.0 
VI 13， 18.2 2.9 3.8 0.84 15.0 5.7 。U.3 。 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.03 58 1 8.2 2.2 
No. .7 ¥1 13， 20.6 1.6 6.6 0.84 17.1 6.3 0.7 13.7 。 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.05 67 3 7.6 2.3 River Tam&， aも
Mitake， X 6， 17.5 1.. 2.' 0.59 1'.6 5.5 0.7 1'.3 。 0.0. 0.15 。。 59 1 7.3 1.9 
Ni・hit・ma-gulI， XI 1， 17，( 1.. 3.1 O.s. U.9 5.8 0.-1 13.1 。 0.01 0.10 0.0. 0.05 53 1 7.' 1.9 Toltyか加
I 28， 19(3 18.6 2.' '.0 0.77 
I ;:I 
13.0 。 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.03 60 1.~ 7.' 2.2 
Average 18.2 1.9 4.1 0.73 15.21 5.91 0.6 13.7 。 0.D2 0.12 0.D2 O.邸 58.7 3.8 7.5 2.1 
lV 12， 19(2 18.6 3.1 7.2 1.27 17.1 8.3 3.5 1'.8 一 0.02 0." 0.06 0.19 u 10 7.7 2.3 
VI 13， 26.7 3.3 '.5 1，(0 21..7 8.8 2.6 1(-.1 。 0.02 0，(6 0.01 0.01 79 1 8.0 3.1 
No. (8 酒 13， 31.9 5.6 5.8 1..2 29.8 10.6 2.0 15.1 。。 0.29 0.01 0.02 1佃 3 8.5 4.0 River Tama， a色
Haiji皿a-mura， X 6， 22.7 1.9 4.8 1.06 19.0 7.8 2.8 16.0 。 0.01 0.50 0.03 。7( 1 7.5 2.5 
Kitata曲a-gun， XI 1， Z7.5 2.9 4.3 1.06 19.7 10.3 2.5 13.2 。。 0.59 0.0. 0.06 82 。6.8 3.2 Tokyo-to 
I 28， 1943 23.2 2.6 6.9 0.98 1.7 11.4 。。 0.15 0.02 0.03 71 。‘4 8.3 2.7 
Average 25.1 5.2 5.6 1.却 21.21 8.7 2.5 N.1 。 0.01 0.41 0.03 0.05 回.0 2.6 7.8 3.0 
lV 12， 1942 15.9 2.6 5.5 0.91 13.51 8.9 1.2 14.7 0.01 0.31 0.03 O.偲 62 7 7.2 2.0 
No. 49 VI 13， 17.7 3.3 4.3 0.99 15.8 7.4 1.7 16.5 0.01 O.Ol 0.14 
。 0.01. 64 l 7.2 2.2 . 
River Aki， at ¥1 13， 24.6 2.8 11.2 1.20 21.5 10.9 1.4 16.6 。 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.02 88 1 7.4 2.9 
Higashiakiru- X 6， 17.7 2.2 3.8 0.79 15.3 7.0 1.4 15.8 。 0.01 0.27 。。 63 。7:3 2.1 mura. 
~i8bitama-gun， XIl 1， 17.3 2.9 4.3 0.59 14.9 8.2 1.8 12.9 。 o ' 0.20 0.04 0.05 64・ 2' 7.4 2.1 
Tokyo.to I 28， 1943 17.5 3.3 6.1 I.U 14.7 1.6 0.3 12.0 。。0.16 0.06 0.05 61 1.0 7.3 
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Date oi 
Name of rivp.r Date oi も rain-ia.l 
and place of sampling 
崎、目、 .、ー自句、
占r =司 L会 EE-aE Z 2ad 1h beforo 
脇田pling of water 嗣¥E ー、 刷、日、 旬、自ー、
蝿自 ・、5a 、 旬、自、 旬、百¥ 告崎、ー、 自 電自工 主F司主-ー主』冒u・官問¥-Z‘ー 明¥人-。且a 岨 mpling¥ー、 !:ー~ 、 . of water 
町 12.1942 12.3 5.4 10.0 1.73 14.4 6.3 7.8 20.3 0.07 77 8 7.0 2.0 
羽 13， 12.8 6.5 7.9 1.位 13.4 8.9 7.1 20.9 o 0.01 0.80 i 0.35 0.08 77 2 6.9 2.'2 
No. 50 、置 13. 20.1 8.2 8.9 1.81 21.2 13.2 8.5 27.4 。。 0.18' 0.02 。 109 4 7.5 3.2 River Asa， at 
Takahaも・a X 6， 14.0 4.5 8.2 1.49 14.0 8.1 6.9 23.3 。 0.01 1.41 0.03 O.O~ 82 2 7:0 2.O 
Mi岡田itama-gun， :xn 1， 14.1 7.1 7.7 1.54 日 S87!692140但 o 1 0.91 0.01 0.03 85 2 7.2 2.4 Tokyo-to 
1 28. 1943 13.2 7.8 6.7 1.53 14.3 8.11 8.0 23.210 0 11.02 0.03 0.04 82 0.7 7.1 2.4 
Average 14.4 6.6 8.2 1.回 15.11 8.91 7.5 22.810 0.0110川 03 0.05 85.~ 3.1 7.1 2.4 
IV 12. 1942 15.0 3.6 7."2 1.09 13.81 8.5 4.6 17.7 一 0.02 0.91 0.02 0.05 68 6 7.1 2.0 
VI 13. 15.9 4.9 6..5 1.22 14.8 8.0 4.3 19.0 0 O.Ol 0.59 0.05 0.14 80 2 7.1 2.3 
No. 51 、113. 23.4 5.6 7.9 1.40 20.1 13.5 6.8 21.5 0 。0.51 0.01 。 107 1 6.8 3.1 River Tama， a~ 
Nakagawara， X 6， 19.4 4.4 5.5 1.18 11.7 18.3 0 。 0.67 0.01 0.04 75 1 7.2 2.6 
Kitatama-gun， :xn 1， 19.7 5.9 6.4 1.33 15.4 18.9 0.08 0.01 0.56 0.03 0.04 87 1 7.4 2.8 Tokyo-to 9.3' 5.4 
1 28， 11143 17.6 5.1 5.7 1.26 16.3 21. 5， 0 0.01 0.67 0.07 0.04 79 0.6 7.0 2.5 
Average 18.5 4.9 6.5 1.25 16.4 9，0i 5.0 19.51 O.也 0.01 0.65 O.町 0.05 82.7 1.9 
7.1 2.6 
IV 12， 1942 17.5 4.1 7.9 1.05 13.8 9.8 6.3 0.01 1.19 O.但 0.01 82 3 7.1 2.3 
、1I13， 17.4 4.8 5.3 1.31 14.2 9.6 5.6 20.31 0.04 。1.04 0.01 。 83 1 7.1 2.4 
No. 52 ，. 13. 21.9 5.0 10.7 1.24 17.1 11.5 6.8 21-7 0.02 。1.07 0.02 。 105 4 7.4 2.9 River Ta皿a，at 
Noboriも0， X 6. 21.4 4.5 5.1 1.15 17.9 9.1 5.0 20.3 0.02 。 0.94 0.01 0.05 87 4 6.8 2.8 
Kaw・抽ki-shi， :xn 1， 22.0 6.5 8.0 1.29 18.1 10.7 6-.1 18.6 0.19 。 0.93 0.02 0.04 102 1 7.1 3.1 Kau・E・wa-keu
1 28. 1943 21.4 5.9 7.0 1.43 17.6 8.8 5.0 22.4 0.04 。1.10 0.03 0.04 95 2.0 7.2 3.0 












V 15， 1953 19.8 ".8 9.7 1.82 21.6 10.5 7.6 32.6 1.28 0.02 0.10 0.21 0.12 111 10.4 7.1 2.7 13もh
No. 53 租 15， 19.5 . .8.9 1.54 23." 5.1 7.1 27.4 1.40 0.03 0.88 0.15 0.10 102 70.1 7.2 2.6 l"th 
River Tourumi， XI 15， 17.0 9.5 9.2 1.60 22.7 1.7 8.3 38.0 0.10 0.01 0.34 0.11 0.22 106 28.6 7.3 3.0 at Kohoku-ku， 
Y okohama-ohi n 15， 1954 17.5 10.6 9.0 1.71 20.8 6.8 6.3 33.9 0.35 0.03 0.60 0.09 0.05 107 12.2 7.1 3.2 th (Snow-
Average 18.5 7.3 9.2 1.67 22.1 6.0 7.3 32.7 0.78 O.回 0.48 0.14 0.12 100.5 30.3 7.2 2.9 ialll 
VB. 15， 1953 15.0 ".3 9.1 1.35 16.4 8.7 9.6 26.4 0.33 。 0.40 0.06 。 92 9.5 7.2 2.1 
lX 15， 12.6 6.3 9.2 0.91 13.8 6.9 27.1 1.30 0.01 1.12 。。 86 53.7 7.0 2.1 12， 13th 
No. 54 
River Ka.abira， XI 15， 14.0 6.9 8.6 0.91 16.0 5.7 8.2 32.9 0.06 。1.04 0.09 0.17 88 10.3 7.3 2.4 
at Eodomga-y-ah-i ku， 1 14， 1954 15.5 7.8 8.3 1.10 18.9 3.5 8.2 0.01 0.18 0.11 0.01 102 4.5 
Yokohllmll-ohi 
][ 15， 12.5 8.0 8.1 0.64 13.5 3.2 7.7 24.91 0.60 。1.0 . 0.15 0.02 83 7.6 7.212.4 
Average 13.9 6.7 8.7 0.98 15.7 5.3 8.1 28.610.48 。 0.76 O.凶 0.1l4 90.2 17.1 
V 15， 1953 12.4 ".4 4.8 2.04 17.1 0.4 1.6 8.5 0.28 。 0.05 0.14 0.00 52 8.3 7.1 1.9 13， 14th 
VB. 15， 11.1 . .3.9 1.37 15.9 0." 0.6 9.2 。。。 0.10 。 45 1.1 7.5 1.7 11th 
No. 55 lX 15， 10.8 5.5 3.9 1.11 16." 1.0 0.2 7.3 0.11 0.01 。0.12 。 .5 5.1 7.2 1.9 Lake Yamanaka， 
at XI 15， 11.6 5.5 4.3 1.29 17.0 2.9 0.5 8.6 。。 0.03 0.04 0.22 51 20.6 7.3 1.9 
Miuamit.uru-guu 1 15， 1954 12.5 6.5 4.5 1.35 18.0 2.4 1.2 10.9 。 0.01 。 0.09 0.01 57 5.0 7.3 2.2 14th Yamauashi-keu 
][ 15， 10.9 7.5 4.9 1.35 17.8 0.8 0.8 11.5 。 0.06 0.06 0.22 0.03 57 1.4 7.1 2.1 11th 
Average 11.6 5.6 4.4 1.42 17.0 1.3 0.8 9.3 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.05 51.2 6.9 2.0 
No. 56 
Sikper， ing Ea孟kaino-


















。b E亘 12 95 ちF時 S u， 。ー s Ea 善匂 ち町 s z z 4=同E・-司 z b-p 
えEZ闘 目E 司乱唱 E54 E 
Date of 
Name of river Date of ち g" 
唱凶
rain-fall 
and mplaI ce of 脇田pling
問、自¥ 
日目 before 
oampllng 。fwater 旬、自、 問、自ー、 問、自、 問、自¥ 島 問、自、 自 問、自、 問、自、 問、自、 曲え目よ~s目坦、ad• • ・ sampling e、ー、a、
崎、目目、 of water 
V 15， 1953 主5.1 4.0 7.0 2.17 .21.0 0.7 1.7 43.6 0.23 0.06 0.05 0.14 0.04 93 13.3 7.4 2.1 13， 14th 
vn 15， 15.2 4.2 6.5 1.88 20.9 2.2 1.2 42.6 0.33 0.04 0.26 0.09 。 93 8.8 7.7 2.1 11th 
No. 58 IX 15， 15.8 5.4 6.7 2.05 21.2 1.5 0.9 42.5 0.30 0.11 0.36 0.13 。 96 17.2 7.3 2.3 13， 14th River Katsura， 
at 氾 15， 14.8 5.8 7.2 1.85 21.6 1.5 1.1 45.7 。 0.30 0.40 0.11 0.13 97 15.8 7.3 2.3 
FYuazjni-ayzolash ida-shi， 1 15， 1954 14.7 6.5 6.8 1.95 22.0 2.4 0.8 51.8 0.05 0.32 0.68 0.08 0.01 104 4.4 7.4 2.4 i-ken. 
m 15， 14.5 6.2 7.6 1.71 21.5 0.4 1.6 44.8 0.40 0.34 0.30 0.06 0.02 96 8.6 7.4 2.1 11th 
Average 15.0 5.4 7.0 1.94 21.4 1.5 1.2145.2 0.22 0.20 O.羽 0.10 0.03 96.5 11.4 7.4 
No. 59 
River Katsura， 




River S-ma岨acghoi， M 
Otsuki IV 16， 1943 13.2 4.3 3.8 1.31 11.1 8.6 2.5 18.1 0.01 。 0.28 0.02 0.06 61 3.0 7.1 1.9 
EUatsum-kgeur u， 
Ymanashi-ken 
V 15， 1953 i 17.6 5.3 8.0 1.84 19.0 7.5 1.81 30.2 0.26 0.14 0.04 90 2.5 
VI 15 15.5 3.9 6.3 1.06 16.0 10.0 1.4 I 26.2 0.07 I 0.03 0.28 0.03 。 78 7.9 7.2 2.1 
vn 15， 15.5 3.6 6.1 1.31 14.9 7.9 1.81 29.3 0.27 10.02 0.10 0.10 。80 8.4 7.3 2.1 10， 11th 
¥lI[ 17， 16.8 4.2 7.4 1.26 18.9 6.6 2.8126.9 0.06 I 0.05 0.44 0.09 0.10 86 6.8 7.5 2.3 15， 16th 
No. 61 IX 15， 16.2 5.0 7.0 1.25 18.1 9.5 1.3: 23.1 0.14 i 0.04 0.39 0.13 。 86 7.1 7.4 2.3 13th 
Lake mSacghaim-i，at X 16， 1.08 16.4 . 9.4 1.9 28.3 0.19 。 0.24 0.11 0.03 84 13.2 7.3 2.1 Y08e-
Toukui-gun， :xr 16， 1.64 18.9 7.4 2.11 32.8 。 0.09 0.36 0.04 0.22 95 9.2 7.3 2.4 
区anagawa-ken xn 15， 16.71 6.51 8.2 1.34 18.8 9.0 2.3! 36.6 。。 0.13 0.13 0.02 97 22.0 7.3 2.6 
n 15， 1954 17.9 4.4 8.6 1.49 20.9 6.9 2.3 27.6 0.03 0.14 0.65 0.08 0.01 89 1.7 7.3 2.4 
m 9， 16.3 7.1 7.4 1.14 17.5 8.5 2.1 33.1 0.85 0.08 0.24 0.05 0.01 93 7.5 7.2 2.6 11主h
IV 15， 16.4 5.7 7.8 1.31 19.8 12.6 1.4 32.8 0.02 0.07 0.32 0.11 0.02 97 3.4 7.4 2.4 13， 14th 












V 15， 1953 1.(.5 .(.6 ，(.8 0.77 14.3 4.8 1.6 23.9 0.05 。 0.05 0.16 0.04 73 3.0 7.3 2.1 
vn 15， 14.1 3.4 4.0 0.75 13.6 5.4 1.3 22.7 o.ω 0.01 0.04 0.13 。 65 2.7 7.3 1.9 
No. 62 lX 15 12.1 2.7 3.7 0.79 12.5 6.8 。24.5 0.50 0.02 0.23 0.07 0.04 63 58.0 7.4 1.6 13也hRiver Doshi， a色
Kuohikawa-mura， 沼 15， 13.9 4.0 4.2 0.58 14.4 5.7 1.3 21.7 。。 0.13 0.14 0.14 65 10.1 7.4 2.0 
T8ukui-gun， " 
区anagawa-ken 1 15， 1954 14.4 3.7 4.6 0.49 15.1 5.9 1.4 20.4 
。 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.07 70 40.8 7.3 2.0 
1JI 15， 12.9 4.0 4.2 0.53 13.5 5.5 1.4 21.1 0.05 0.05 0.18 0.06 0.01 62 4.0 7.2 1.9 
Average 13.7 3.7 4.3 o.邸 13.9 5.7 1.2 22.4 0.10 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.05 66.3 19.8 7.3 1.9 
V 15， 1953 17.8 5.6 7.3 1.37 18.3 7.2 2.2 28.2 0.31 0.03 0_12 0.23 0.13 90 8.0 7.3 2.6 13th 
vn 15 16.5 3.7 6.4 1.33 16.0 6.9 2.2 30.7 0.20 0.04 0.18 0.13 。86 9.5 7.3 2.2 
No. 63 
政 15. 16.0 4.2 5.8 1.13 16.4 8.1 1.8 30.1 0.60 0.03 0.38 0.07 0.05 86 33.2 7.3 2.2 13th 
River Shagra mi，at 
Sagamihara- 沼 15 16.4 5.6 7.1 1.27 18.6 6.7 2.1 34.4 。 0.04 0.33 0.14 0.12 93 19.8 7.9 2.4 
machi.Koz・-gun， 1 15， 1954 17.7 6.7 7.7 1.27 18.8 7.6 2.3 29.4 0.03 0.12 0.45 0.09 0.01 95 6.0 7.3 2.7 区anagawa-ken
1JI 15， 16.3 6.1 7.2 0.96 17.4 8.1 2.3 i2.3 0.30 0.05 0.40 .09 0.02 94 9.4 7.3 2.5 11th 
Average 16.8 5.3 6.9 1.22 17.6 7.4 2.2 30.9 0.24 O.邸 O.蕊 0.13 0.06 90.7 14.3 7.4 2.4 
V 15， 1953 19.1 4.8 7.7 2.13 19.7 6.6 2.6 33.2 0.03 0.04 0.20 0.15 0.03 97 2.4 7.3 2.6 12th 
No. 64 vn 5， 18.1 .(.2 6.5 1.45 19.0 6.5 1.9 32.1 0.07 0.05 0.20 0.10 。89 3.3 7.5 2.4 
River 8akawa，・blX 15， 16.3 3.4 5.9 1.41 17.3 6.7 1.3 28.1 2.∞ 0.05 0.41 0.13 。 86 368.2 7.3 2.1 13色hYamakita-machi， 
Ashigara-kam i- 沼 15， 18.0 5.5 8.5 1.69 16.9 6.9 3.0 35.1 。 0.08 0.08 0.14 0.15 98 15.2 7.4 2.6 
kguan， ag-wtken 1 15， 1954 18.7 6.4 8.8 1.52 22.8 8.2 2.4 35.7 。 0.18 0.16 0.07 0.04 108 10.3 7.3 2.8 14th 
1JI 15， 16.6 3.8 8.1 1.48 19.8 7.3 2.2 33.8 。 0.13 0.18 0.11 0.01 94 9.5 7.4 2.2 11色h
Average 17.8 4.7 7.6 1.61 19.3 7.0 2.2 33.0 0.35 o.回 0.21 0.12 o.併 95.3 国.2 7.4 2.5 
Si皿pleaverage of 64 placeo 18.4 4.7 14.8 16.7 0.05 0.28 0国 o.田in the区a.ntodi・tricts
Amended average of river 17.8 4.9 9.1 1.67 14.7 13.5 6.1 22.1 0.31 0.02 0.32 0.07 O.国 91.8 加.4 7.1 2.5 waters in the区a.ntodistricts 
184 Berichte d. Ohara Inotitut・- (Bd. 10， Bt. 3 
zing elements. Judging frcm my investigation when e玄ceptfor the intense 
acid rivers such as the Su， the highest contents amcng the 8iJCty-four 
secticns， is4.53 mg/l in Lake Kasumigaura (at Okishuku)， anq.ne玄tto it， 
Lake Kasumigaura (at Myoginohana)， Marl!h Jmba， La.ke Kitaura， the 
rivers Karasu (at Kuragano)， the Kasu， the Watarase and the Usui， a11 
have large quantities of potash: they contain more than 2 mg/l. 
Yet， the rivers Doshi， Ara (at Otaki， Nagatoro and Kumagaya)， 
Otsube and the upper stream of the river Tama (.at Mitake and Ogcchi)， the 
river Aki， the upper stream of the river Tone (.at Numata)， the river Ko-
kura and the river Katabira ar.e noted for a very little amount of potash-
le8s than 1 mg/l. 
Alkali旬.ity，stated as印 carbonicacid (.α)2) : 
Here， 'the amount巴ontentof combined carbonic acid， e玄istingas bicar-
bona旬 oras carbonate， i日 indicated. From the' agricultural目tand-point，
the alkalinity of water is an indispensable element，-for the r伺 sonthat it 
has an important effect upon neutralizing acid. But by way of industrial 
water， itproves a disadvantage，-for the reason that it promotes hardness 
of water. 
In a similar way with lime， the rivers cωon も旬ai泊n】山ir泊nghigh alkalinity are 
the river Ara and the river Kanna， whose sour 巴伺e.明 at胞eri同13 i泊nthe Kant旬O 
mountain rang肝e. This fact is entirely due to lime rock existing in Mount 
Chichibu， which is the source of the both. Therefore， in the日erivers， there 
is a large quantity of carbonate of lime which is dissolved. For the rest， 
in those rivers， such as the Kabura， the Tama (at Haijima)， the Tsurumi， 
and the Ka tsuraくatOshino and YOBhida)， in Marsh Imba， and in the 
“Hakkainoike" fountain at the foot of Mt. Fuji， and the source of river 
Katsuraー， there is such a high. alkalinity， as more than 20 mg/l. 
on the contrary， as rivers of low alkalinity， the most extreme are 
もheacid rivers Su and the Agatsuma. Except for the two， there are the 
upper stream of the river Tone (.at Numata， Kuroho and Kawamata)， the 
rivers Kokura， the Edo， and the Naka (at Kuroiso). In particular， in 
the upper stream of the river Tone (at Numata)， the nature of the water 
is greatly diluted， aud its alkalinity as well as lime content is e玄tremely
low. 
Sulfate， stated αs in sulfuric acid (S03): 
If the sulfuric acid radical is a large quantity， even if not in acid 
rivers， it is reduced to hydrogen sulfide in paddy-field soil， so thet it often 
becomes harmful for rice root一台sin the case of sulfate fertilizers. It has， 
also， some disadvantages for industrial water because of its heightening 
permanent hardness. 
The river Su eontaining sulfur of the Kusatsu日pringshas a wonder-
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fully large quantity of sulfuric acid such as 233 mg/l: the river Agatsuma， 
55--64 mg/l. The others are the river Naka (at Kuroiso) including the 
Nasu日prings，the river日Kabura，the Usui， the Watarase (at Ashikaga) 
and the river Tone (at Kawamata) succeeding to the junction of the acid 
river Agatsuma， the river Edo anu Lake Kasumigaura: they contain more 
than 20 mg /1. 
The lowest amount of sulfuric acid i日 in the river Katsura: at 
Oshino風villagein the most upper stream of the river， it is 0.8 mg/l; at 
Fujiyoshida-City， 1.5 mg/l， a.nd in La.ke Yaruanaka 1.3 mg/l; therefore， 
the water at the foot of Mt. Fuji tends to have marked low content. 
Chloride (C1): 
Lakes Kasumigaura and Kitaura contain much chloride in addition to 
sodium. Lake Kasumigaura， at Myoginohana自potnear the sea， contains 
37.7 mg/l， and at Okishuku spot， opposite to that， itcontains 20.1 mg/1. 
And Lake Kitaura， at the central spot Tsuga， shιws 27.3 mg/1. But such 
an amount of chloride in those lake日， does not have any bad effects upon 
the rice-plant at a1. On the contrary， the upper and middle stream of 
the river Tama (at Ogochi， Mitake and Haijima) has the lea日tamount of 
chloride. At Ogιchi， chloride is only 0.4 mg/l， and at Mitake， only 0.6 
mg/l. Likewise， in those rivers， such as the upper and middle stream of 
the river Ara， (at 0旬ki，Nagatoro and Kumagaya)， the river Katsura 
(at Oshino and Fujiyoshida)， and the river Kokura， and iIl Lake Yama-
naka， chloride is自light.
Silica (SiCめ:
Genera11y，日ilicatends to di回olvein the rivers of Japan， and that sili回，
as mentioned in the previous report(13)， increases silica content "of rice-
straws， after having been ab日orbedby rice. So that silica in water is of 
great use for rice曲目ops; because it pr田ipitate自 into the ce1四wa11of the 
epidermal ce1， so as to prevent germs， thu日 protectingfrom rice圃blast.
Among the sixty-four自ectionsor places of my investigation， the river 
Kasu， flowing from the Akagi volcano， shows the large自tquanti七，yof silica 
eontent，ー-suchas 50.8 mg/l. In the second place， tho日erivers， w ho日e
sources ar"e also in volcanic rock民自uchas the Naka， the Karasu (at Ku-
ruma and Kuragano)， the Usui (at Toyooka)， the Watarase (.at Fukuoka)， 
the Tsurumi， the Katsura (at Oshino， Fujiyoshida， and Otsuki)， the 
Sagami (.at Sagamihara)， and the Sakawa have， al日0，a great deal of日ilica，
as much as 30 mg/l. 
on the contrary， a little silica i日 containedin Marsh Kasumigaura (at 
Myoginohana)， Marsh Kitaura and Lake Yamanaka; moreover， it is al自0，
contained in the river Kanna and the river Ara (at Otaki， Nagatοro and 
Kumagaya)， whose sources are in Chichibu Paleozoic. A日silicai日explained
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in another chapter， much of it is apt to di日solveinto rivers， from vo1<，anic 
rccks: whi1e in such sedimentary rocks as Chichibu Pa1eozoic， its quantity 
tends to decrease. 
lron (F噌03): 
In genera1， acid river日， such as the rivers Su and the Agatsuma， have 
a great dea1 of iron; and the rivers Edo， the Kokai， the Turumi， and 
Marsh Imba， which are disco1oured from the eff巴ctsof cu1 tiva ted fie1ds or 
citi伺， cuntain a 1ittle 1arger iron→.7 mgfI or肌 Inothe同 itis within 
the 1imits of 0--0.5 mgfl. 
Pkosphate， stated 仰向 pkosphcricacid (P205): 
This is one of the important manure constituents and becomes nutritive 
element for plankton whieh is food for fish; but its solution in water is 
very slight. Nevertheless， e玄関ptfor the acid river Su， the river Sagami 
and its water sy日temin which the subterranean water of Fu.ji lava joins， 
contains comparative1y a large amount of phosphate. At Oshino in the 
upper.most自treamof the river Katsura， it is 0.32 mg/l; in the fountain 
“Hakkainoikeぺiti日 0.28mgfl; at Fujiyoshida， 0.20 mg/l and in Lake 
Sagami and Sagamihara Town in the down stream， 0.05 mgfl. Accordingly， 
when it gets away from the sources， phosphate tends to decrease gradually， 
but in the water system of the river Sagami， there is， on the whole， a 
large quantity of phosphoric acid. The Sakawa， river which is to the west 
of the river Sagami， has 0.09 mgfl. Likewise， Lake Kasumigaura (at 
Okishuku)， tbe river Daiya (at Nikko) and the river Ara (at Akabane) 
have more than 0.05 mgfl. 
N itmte nitrogen: 
In general， the rivers of the Kanto districts tend to be rich in nitrate 
nitrogen. 1.06 mg/l in the river Tama (at Noborito)， 0.91 mgfl in the river 
Asa (at Takahata)， 0.76 in the river Katabira and 0.65 mgfI in the river 
Tama (at Nakagawara) show large quantities of it. Additionally， in those 
rivers such as Karasu ¥at Kuragano); Kabura， Watarase (at Ashikaga)， 
Omoi (at Oyama)， Daiya ¥at Nikko)， Irllma (at Takasaka)， Tama (at 
Haijima)， Tsurumi， and in Lake Ka呂田nigaura(at Okishuku)， itamounts to 
more than 0.4 mg/l. 
Ammonia nitrogen: 
0.40 mgf1 in the river Hinuma， 0.21 in the river Kokai， 0.17 of Lake 
k朗 umigaura(at Myoginohana) and 0.16 mgfl in the river Edo are consi-
dered as large quantities; others have 1ess than 0.1 mgfl. 
Albuminoid ammonia nitrogen: 
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It is organie nitrogen， easi1y d舵omposedinto ammonia， when boiled 
with potassium parmanganate solution and it chief1y， originates from 
ereatures in the water. As we11 as ammonia nitrogen， it is the usefu1 
component for agricu1ture， but its content is not great. 0.21 of the river 
Kokai， and 0.12 mg/1 in the river Tsurumi is regarded as a 1arge qUBntity j 
the rest have 1ess than 0.1 mg/l. 
Dissolved solids: 
E玄巴eptfor the acid rivers Su inc1uding 591.8 mg/1， the Agatsuma at 
Naganohara Town containing 159.5 mg/1 and at Shibukawa Town containing 
179.4 mg/1 j the river Kabura， the tributary of the river Tone巴ontaining
166.2 mg/1， the river Us閲u吋i巴O岨n叫lt凶aiI回ning145.0 mg/μ1， Lake Kasumigaura at 
Myoginohana containing 146.8 and at Okishuku containing 143.7 and the' 
river Naka (at Kuroiso) containing 128.7 mg/1， -a11 are noted for this 
richness. 
Neverthe1ess， the upper stre3m of rrone (at Numata) containing 44.8 
mg/l， the river Kokura containing 47.2 and the upper stream of Tama 
(at Ogo，chi) containing 47.8 mg/1 indicate its property of dilution. 
Suspended solids: 
There are comparative1y much suspended solids in the rivers Su， Aga-
tsuma， Ara (at Akabane)， Tsurumi， Tone (at Kawamata)， Watarase， Edo， 
and Kokai， so that the water is a 1ittle turbid j whi1e in the rivers Tama 
(at Mitake， Haijima， Nakagawara and Noborito)， Ara (at Otaki)， Otsube，. 
and Katashina， the water is c1ean， for they have little suspended matter. 
Hardness: 
This value is calcu1ated from content of both lime and magnesia. 
E玄巴eptfor spE犯iallyacid rivers， the river Kabura is in the first rank with 
5.0 j rivers Ara (at Nagatoro， Kumagaya and Hirakata)， Kanna， Tama 
(at Haijima) and Watarase (at Ashikaga) have a 巴omparative1yhigh 
value， such as more than 3.0. The least va1ue of hardness is 1.0 in the 
upper stream of the river Tone， the same tendency being 日開nin the upper 
stream of the rivers Tama (at Ogochi)， Kokura， Katashina and Kuji. 
V. Characleristic8 of the River Kuji， and the River 
Naka and Its Tributaries 
The river Kuji which ri日esin the south-eastern district of Fukushima 
Prefecture， flows into the Pacific Ocean through the northern part of 
lbaragi Prefecture; the river Naka of which the head-water rises in the 
mountains of Mt. Nasu in the northern extremity of To巴higiPrefecture， 
also， flow目 intothe Pacific仇 ean，irriga ting the north、easterndistrict of 
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that Prefecture and passing through the central part of lbaragi Prefecture. 
As places for investigation， 1 chose a section of the river Kuji and four 
others in the river Naka and its tributaries including the river Hinuma. 
The Mid-stream 01 the River Kuji at Seki， No. 1: As the head of the 
river Kuji is constituted from such geology as paleozoic， gneiss and granite 
which are comparatively hard either to erode or di闘 olve，the nature of 
water tends to be dilute. Theもotalof inorganic salts amount to 60 mg/l 
or 日0;and in the sixtJ'-four 日間tions，as places of investigation in Kanto 
districts， the water of river Kuji comes to the fifth rank as to its rate of 
dilution. 
The Upper Stream 01 the River Naka at Kuroiso， No. 2: As the source 
is in the Nasu volcanic range and sulfur is constantly effused from Mt. 
Nasu， the Nasu springs pouring into the river Naka also， a great influence 
is seen upon the nature of water. Therefore， in the upper stream of the 
river Naka， much sulfate is found， and according to the results of analysis， 
six times in one year， the average of amount of sulfate as 803 reaches 
37.4 mg/l， denoting a high value， ne玄tto the system of the river Agatsuma. 
ln accordance with the increa.se of the sulfuriC¥ radical， alkalinity decrea8es 
conspicuously， only 7.4 mg/l being contained. Though the pH value remains 
neutral， tbe nature of neutraliza.tion having been weakened already against 
前 id，it can not be denied that there is the possibility of injury to fish， in
case of the changa日 ofvolcanic action， or of an increase. of the sulfuric 
radical， caused by accident日.
When irrigation water is rich in su日urlcradical， egrat care should 
be taken， because in the paddy-field soil， itis reduced to hydrogen-sulfide 
which is a source of corruption to the roots of the rice plants. 
The Lower Streαm 01 the River Nα加 atAkutsu， N o.4: The amount of 
日u日uricacid decreases to 11.8 mg/l， and it is le呂田 than one third of that 
of the upper stream， while the alkalinity increases much m orethan that of 
the uppe:r; stream. Owing to the confluence of the tributaries of these rivers 
Yosasa， Hoki and so forth， itdenotes an e玄ce8sivesulfuric radical is 
dilutsd and the wa七日rreturns to the normal compcments. It is due to the 
influence of andesite of the Nasu volcanic range that silica is rather abun-
dant. 
The River Hoki at Yuzukami， No. 3: This is the tributa.ry of which the 
hea.d-water rises from Mt. Takahara， belonging the Nasu volcanic mountain 
range， includes the 8hiobara springs， and passes through the southern parts 
of the Nasu plain， pouring into the mid-streem of the river Naka on the right 
bank. Tbe total of inorganic salts reache目的 90mg/l or 80， just as the 
average nature of the wat9r in the Kanto districts. Yet， itis remarkably 
slighter than that of th宮 upp3rstream of the river Naka and bears re-
sembrance to that of the down stre6m of the river Naka. It is due to the 
influence of andesite ofもheN asu volcano rangeもhaもsilicatends to be a 
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large quantity and ca1cium carbonate to be slight. 
The River H inunωαt Kawane， N o.5: This f10ws into Lake Hinuma 
passing through the midd1e districts of lbaragi Prefecture， and fina11y 
pours in加 thePacifi巴Oceanafter passing through the mouth of the river 
Naka. Of the nature of the water， itcontains rather much of si1ica and on 
the other hand， litt1e ca1cium carbonate， as seen in the down stream of the 
rivers Naka or Hoki. But it contains a 1e呂田 sulfuric radica1 than tha t of 
the both the other rivers. 
VI. Characteristics of the River Tone and Its Water System 
Being joined with tributaries of rivers， such as Agatsuma， Ki1'l.u and 
Edo， the basin of the Tone extends over Tokyo Metropolice and five other 
prefectures: it occupies about half of the Kanto districts， and its total 
areaωvers 16，000 square kiro meters. The total area of rice-fie1ds irri-
gated by that water system， comes to 200，000 h田tares;therefore， it is 
one of the most important rivers in Japan. 
As places of investigation， five spots were selected along the main 
stream; and inc1uding such tributaries as Katashina， Agatsuma， Su， Ka-
rasu， Usui， Kabura， Kanna， Kasu， Watarase， Kokura， Edo， Kinu， Daiya 
and Kokai and such lakes as Haruna， Chuzenji， 1mba， Kasumigaura and 
Kitaura，、heplaces reached to thirty-one spots in the aggregate. 
The charact~ristics of the nature of water in each place are as fo11ows: 
The Upper Stream 01 the River Toneαt Nunωtα， No. 6: Here， 1 dea1 
with the water of the upper stream where the tributaries of the rivers 
Usu~ and Katashina join. The nature of the water is very di1ute; and 
tbe salt content is the least in a1 the si玄ty-fourplaces of investigation. 
The tota1 amount of inorganic回 1tis on1y 40 mg/1 or so; 1ime， 7.0 mg/1 
and a1kalinity 4.7 mg/1. A，巴cording1y，the amount content of ca1cium car-
bonate is very di1ute， and the hardness is the 10west. It is the water 1acking 
nourishment in the point of agricu1ture. The reason why the water i目的
di1ute is that， the constituent diorite and granite of its source are hard to 
be eroded; moreover， there is much rain at the fountain head. 
The U pper Stream 01 the River Tone at K uroho， N o.8: Likewise， it
tends to be dilute; however， compared with tbe upper stream at Numata， 
組 1tωntent is a little increased， as the resu1t of confluence of the river 
Katashina. The in巴reaseof silica is so remarkab1e that it is 24.7mg/1， which 
is twice of that at Numata-ll.7 mg/l. 
The Middle Str:eam 01 the River Tone at K側 ，amatα，No. 19: Here， the 
ana1ysis was made fourteen times in a11. This middle stream contains the 
highest amount of salt in the main 'stream of the river Tone. The to切l
of inorganic salts disso1ved amounts to more than 100 mg/1， and increases 
加 twiceand ha1f in concentration in comparison with the upper stream at 
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Numata. Thi自factresults in conf1uence of dense tributary waters，自uch
as not on1y the acid river Agatsuma， but a1so the Kabura， the Usui and 
the Karasu. 
The noticeab1eωm ponent， among the e玄istingsa1ts disso1ved in the 
midd1e stream， is the su1furic acid radical. Concerning its quantity， as 
indicated in Tab1e 2， the average va1ue of the fourteen ana1yses is 26.1 
mg/1 as S03， which is four times as much as thaかofthe upper stream 
(at Kuroho)ー 6.5mg/l. The reason for so remarkab1e an .incr伺 seof. the 
radica1 of su1furic acid is that the river Agatsuma which presents strong 
acidity because of the sulfur-spring of Kusatsu， f10ws in句 it. The Aga-
tsuma i日noton1y a considerab1e branch with a large vo1ume of water， but 
a1日0，as stated 1ater， presents a strong acidity of pH 4.2 at the confluence 
with the river 'fone， Shibukawa-machi， and contains such an extraordinarily 
1arge quantity of su1furic acid as 64.1 mg/l. By the conf1uence of this acid 
water， the 日u1furicacid radica1 in the Tone i日 immediate1y increased; 
and， at the same time， a1kalinity (radica1 of carbonic acid) i日巴onversely
decreased; in consequence， it comes to present such an discordance in the 
nature of wa旬ras radica1 of日u1furicacid > radica:1 of carbonic acid (Refer 
to the illustration of nature of water at the end). As radica1 of carbonic 
acid> radical of sulfuric acid is the norma1 pa ttern in ordinary river8， it
shou1d naturally be said that the Tone in it'3 midd1e目treamha自， from the 
view曲pointof the composition of its components， a somewhat e玄cessiveradi-
ca1 of目ulfuricacid，日imilarlyto tha rivar Watarasa， to be mentioned 
1ater. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Tone at Toride， N o.30: Comparad with 
the midd1e自treamabova mentioned， the nature of the watar is somawhat 
diluted， the tota1 amount of its inorganic salts being above 90 I時11. This 
is the resu1t of the confluence of dilute branches， the Kokllra， the Omoi， 
the Kinu， etc.. Among the components a副司tingin solution， the su日uric
acid radica1 is considerab1y decrea.sed to 16.8 mg/1; on the contrary， the 
carbonic acid radica1 is increased by the norma1 nature of the water of the 
river Kinu. Accordingly， the unba1anced-radica1 of su1furic acid>radica1 
of carbonic acid i日prettywell corl"ected in the lower stream of river Tone; 
finally， as clearly indicated in the illu自trationof the nature of water， at 
the end (Figure 2)， the water b9comes very c10se to the average nature 
of water， in the Kanto districts. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Tone at 品開ra，No. 33: This water， 
hard1y different from the nature of water at the above mentioned Toride， 
pr倒 antswater close in nature to the average in the Kanto districts. For， 
although the river Kokai flows between these two spots (Toride and Sawara)， 
the nature of water of the river Tone is not effected by that inflow， the 
nature of that water b3Ing not tl)() different from that of ~the Tone itself. 
As above stated， the water of the river Tone is very dilute in its 
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upper stream; but， by the inflow of the river Agatsuma， the sulfuric 
acid radical greatly increases; and， as such rivers salt-concentrated， as 
Kabura， Usui， J{anna and Kasu flow in， one after another， other salts are， 
alJ;o， gr回 tlyconcentrated in its central stream. After that， however， the 
nature of water is somewhat diluted by the confluence of the rivers Kokura 
and Kinu， and， in particular， the sulfuric acid radical which tends旬 be
excessive in the middle stream， isco国 iderablydecreased; and， inthe end， 
the watβr in the lower stream， comes close to the average nature of water 
in the Kanto districts. From ancient .tim開， it has been said that a large 
river merges in the clear and the turbid; the river Tone， whicb is large， 
joins those branches having various chemical peculiarities， which offset each 
other; and so， finally， takes on the nature of water close to the average 
in the Kanto districts. 
The system of the river Tone， with a catchment-area of 1.570 sql1are 
kikmeters， in case that the volume of water that flows out for a year， 
i日 13，500，000，000ton自， dissolves from land and carries into sea 1，250，000 
tons of solids in solution annually， calculated from the amount of inorganic 
salts at Sawara in the lower stream-.92.9 mg/l. This averages to nearly 
8 tons from each square kilome飴rs.
Now， 1 shall speak of the 戸cnliaritie日ofthe branches flowing into 
the Tone. 
The River Katαshi1UL印 Fushidαelectricpower-h01Lse， N o.7: This is 
a river running down from Okunikko. As a place of investigation， the 
Fnshida el凹tricpower-house of Tokyo Electric Power Co.， which take日 in
that water， was chosen. The dilute nature of the water is slight; the 
to凶1amount of inorganic salts i自over60mg/l， and，ωmpared witb 40 mg/l 
of the upper stream of the Tone (at Numa也)， it contains 50% more of 
concentraもed随 lts. Consequently， by the confluence of the Katashina， the 
Tone i自， as 1 have stated before， concentrated to some extent. The river 
Katashina tends to contain a large quantity of silica， and a small amount 
of lime and alkalinity; an abundance of silica is， as mentioned in another 
chapもer，due to the nature of the soil; for， in the neighbourhood of its 
source tbere is distributed andesi旬 belongingto the N asu volcanic zone， 
which dis日olvessilica by weathering. The remarkable resemblance between 
the nature of water of the Katashina and that of the upper自treamof 
the KinuくatFujiwara) depends upon their close relation both in distance 
and in the na ture of the soil a t their sources. 
The Dpper Stro，m 01 the River .Agatsuma at N ag，αnohara， N o.9': This 
is a large branch flowing in位leright bank of the Tone. As a place of 
lDve自tigation，there was cho餅liIla spot just before the confluence of the 
river Su which presents strong acidity caused by the sulfur-spring of 
Kusatsu. As indicated in Table 2， it contain呂田uchan unusually large 
quantity of sulfuric acid that the average value from the si玄 analy日esa 
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year， was 55 mg/l; a180， itpre間ntedan acidic reaction of pH 5.1. Rice-
plants are evidently harmed by acidic irrigating water of pH 5.0; and 
fish， more回nsiもivethan rice-plants， are naturalloy extinct. Therefore， the 
river Agatsu.ma is .already unsuitable for crops and fish before the acid 
water of the Kusatsu flows in through the river Su. 
The River Su at Naga.rwhara， No. 10: This wa旬rcontains e玄tremely
Isl"ge qu.antities of solfu.ric acid radical because of the inflow of the sulfur-
spring of Kusatsu. As the place of investigation， the spot ju.st before the 
confluence with the river Agatsuma was chosen. The amount of su.lfuric 
acid was different in times of investigation; the highest was above 500 
mg/l; the lowest， 66 mg/l， and the average of the si玄 timeswas 233 mg/l， 
which is more than 胎ntimes as mu巴has in ordinary rivers. In巴aseof 
measurement by a glass electrcde， itpresents such a strong acidity as pH 
2.2--2.8 and averages 2.5， and does not contain the carbonic acid radical 
(alkalinity). The river “Su" seems to be named so for the reason tha t 
i t isacid to the tas旬. By the confluence of this river， the acidity of the 
;river Agat自umais naturally increased largely. 
The River Agatsuma at 8hibukawa刊 achi，N o.11: Water was taken in the 
Sbibukawa electri巴 power-house，just before the confluence with tbe river 
Tone. Just after the inflow of the above mentioned river Su， tbe acidity 
of the Agatsuma was thought to in巴r回目ewith a leap; but， after that， 
wbile running down to Sbibukawa-macbi， itflowed together with several 
branches including tbe river Sbima， and即， with tbe increase of the volume 
of water， its acidity ought to have been diluted and neutralized gradually. 
As a result， the amount of sulfuric acid at Shibukawa-macbi was 64 mg/l 
and its pH， 4.2; its acidity was muoh the same as tbat in the upper stream 
before the confluence of river SuくatNaganohara). By confluence with 
the Agatsuma， tbe nature of water of the Tone undergoes a change in its 
middle stream and， as 1 have stated before， the sulfuric acid radical is 
increased. 
The Middle stream 01 the River Karasu at Kuruma， No. 13: The river 
Karasu runs to the south close by the basin of the river Agatsuma， down 
旬 thefoot of Mt. Haruna where it reaches the vicinity of Taka凪 ki-City，
and joins the river Usui at the right bank. Jl tbe lower cour回目， it flows 
together with the rivers Kabura and Kanna， equally at the right bank; after 
that， itpours itself int) the right bank of the middle stream of the river 
Tone. The llature of the water at the foot of Mt. Haruna in its middle 
8tream， as indicated in Table 2 and Figure 2， contains su巴ha surprisingly 
large quantity of silica as 45.8 mg/l， whi巴his the second highest concell-
tration in the Kanto districts llext to that of the river Kasu of Mt. Akagi， 
e玄ceptfor the system of the acid river Agatsuma. This fact indicates that 
a large quan企ityof silica dissolves out of both volcanoes， Akagi and Haruna. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Karωu at Kwragano， No. 15: As the 
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place of investig8tion， the日potIi the stream }owei' than the cori.fluence 
with the river Usui and in the upper自treamabove the confluence with the 
river Kabura was chosen. The nature of water was considerably cOncen-
trated; the total amount of inorganic salts reached旬 about115 mg/l， 
among w hich those conponent自suchas 1ime， magne自ia，soda， potash， alkali-
nity， sulfuric acid and chlorine are increased about twice as much as those 
of the above mentioned middle stream (at Kuruma) by the effect of the 
ωncentrated components of the river Usui. The cause of the remarkable 
increa腿 ofsalts in the middle reaches of the main stream of the Tone， in
opite of its remarkable dilution in the upper stream， is attributed to the 
concentrated mi計urein the wa ter of the system自 ofthe Aga tsuma and 
the Karasu. 
The River U sui at Toνooka， N o.14: This is a river running down 
along the railway track of Shin.etsu line with andesite as its sour回， and 
a mineral spring at Isobe in the course of its stream. 'The nature of the 
water is so concentrated that， except for the system of the river Agatsuma， 
it has the second concentration ne玄tto the river Kabura， among the in-
vestigated rivers in the Kanto districts. The total amount of inorganic salts 
is over 140 mg/l; seen from the point of each component， silica is of a 
remarkably large quantity， and there is also a large radical of sulfuric 
acid and soda. The reaction is a weak alkalinity of pH 7.3. 
The River Kabura at Yau・ata，No. 16: This river runs close to the 
south of the river U日ui，near Kozu pasture， with andesite in its source. 
As the place of investigation， the llpot just before the confluence with it自
branch， the river Ayu， its lower stream was chosen. The nature of water 
is the most concentrated among the investigated rivers in the Kanto districts， 
e玄ceptingfor the acidic water of the system of the Agatsuma. The total 
amount of inorganic salts reaches to abりut150 mg/l， and among them much 
lime and the radical of sulfuric acid are contained; the amount of lime 
is 37.3 mg/l， the highest of the investigated rivers， and that of the radical 
of sulfuric acid is 33.7 mg/l， the second highest next to the river Naka. 
Besides， there is contained much magnesia， soda， alkalinity， and nitrate 
nitrogen. But， ittends to contain little silica， 14.9 mg/l， similarly to the 
m玄tmentioned river Kanna. It presents an alkaline reaction of pH 7.6. 
The River Kαnna at Onishi， N o.17: In the same way as the river 
Ara in Saitama Prefecture， ithas sedimentary rock of the Kanto range as 
its source， and joins to the very lower stream of the above mentioned the 
river Karasu. The amount of lime which the Kanna contains is 30.1 mg/l， 
the second in the Kanto districtよandits alkalinity (radical of carbonic 
aciの is25.3 mg/1， giving it first place. That is to say， itcontains叫 lcillm
carbonate in the largest amount and so， in respect of agriculture， itis 
powerflll to prevent the acidification of paddy-field soil. But it conta泊自
such a BmaU quantity of silica as only 10.5 mg/L That i日 theeff回tof 
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the Chichibu Paleozoic limestcne， which shows the peculiarity of a good 
contrast with the river Karasu at Mt. Haruna and the river Kasu at Mt. 
Akagi， which have andesite at their sources. 
The River Kasu at Kasukawa， No. 18: Rising from Konuma at Mt. 
Akagi， and running自outhwarda10ng Mt. Akagi， itflows into the 1eft bank 
of the midd1e stream of the Tone. The nature of the soi1 in its basin is 
andesite. This river has a peculiarity similar to the river above mentioned 
Karasu at Mt. Haruna， namely that there js a 1arge quantity of silica 
and a sma.l content of lime. In particu1a.r， the amount of silica reaches 
to 50.8 mg/l， the first rank in the Kanto districts. As the tota1 amount 
of its inorganic sa.1ts isabout 100 mg/1， si1ica constitutes about one half; by 
this fact， it is understood how 1arge a quantity of silica is contained in 
the river which has ge010gically fresh eruption at its source. Si1ica is 
greatly effectua1 in its strengthening poW61' against rice・blight;therefore， 
it is very profitable for agricu1ture if there is much日ilicain water. 
The U pper Strωm 01 the River Watαraseαt Fukuokα， No.20: It has 
its Source in the Ashio range， running through both Kiryu and Ashikaga 
Cities; it pours itself into the 1eft bank of the Tone. In its upper stream， 
there is the Ashio copper mine， •which effects the nature of the wa胞r.
The peculiarity of this place of investigation is that it contains a Somewhat 
large quantity of the radica1 of su1furic acid， 18.0 mg/l. 
The Middle Stream 01 The River Wαtarαse at .Ashikαgα， No. 21: Com-
pared with the upper stream abcve m叩 ticned，a great change can not be 
found in the nature of water; however， the sulfuric acid radica1 rather 
increases and silica decreases. The cause of the increase of the radica1 of 
sulfuric acid， in spite of the fact that this spot ought to receive less 
effect from the copper mine than the upper 8ti"eam， 日開msto be in the 
difference of the time of investigation. Name1y， un1ike the' upper 8tream， 
the investigation of the midd1e stream was done during the war， when the 
increment of copper product was demanded; and 80， a 1arge:p quantity of 
su1furic a.cid than today， must have f10wed out. 
The River Kokura at Mi倒 mioshiharα，N o.22: This river rises in the 
east of the Ashio range and pours itself into the 10wer stream of the river 
Watarase. The p1ace of the investigation is in its midd1e stream. Here 
the so1ution of water is very di1ute; the tota1 amount of inorganic sa1ts 
is about 45 mg/l， which is the second in dihition next to the upper stream 
of the river Tone (at Numata) among日i玄ty-fourp1aces of investigation 
in the Kanto districts. 
The River Omoi at 0νama， No. 23: This is a river which runs close 
to the east of the river Kokura and afterwards flows into the river 
Watarase. The tota1 amount of inorganic日a1tsis 70 mg/1 or ther鵠 bout;
it eontains rather a large quantity of silica， and presents a nature of 
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water resembling those of the rivers Kata油inaand Kinu (at Fujiwara)， 
whose sources are close by. 
The River Edo at Ka倒的achi，No. 24: This river， branching off from 
the Tone in its middle stream， runs southwards and emptie日itselfinto 
Tokyo Bay. As the place of investigation， the vicinity of the Kanamachi 
巴leaningbed of Tokyo Metropolitan water work日inthe lower stream was 
chosen. The nature of the water of the Edo resembles that of the above 
mentioned middle日treamof the river Tone (at Kawamata)， which is its 
sou1;'ce; the sulfuric acid radi巴altends， also， to be in a large quantity 
and the carbonic acid radical， scarce. As there is much calcium巴arbonate
and little .of the radical of sulfuric acid in the river Tama which is， al日0，
used as service wa ter of Tokyo Metropolis， the na ture of wa ter of these 
two rivers differs greatly. 
The U pper Stream 01 the River K inu at Fujiwara， N o.25: The river 
Kinu rises from the Marsh Kinu at the northwestern巴ornerof T凹 higi
Prefecture， and， joining the river Ojika at the left bank and the river 
Daiya whi巴h runs down from Lake Chuzenji at the right bank， runs， 
through the巴enterof To巴higiPrefe巴tureto Ibaragi Prefe巴ture，flowing 
into the left bank of the lower stream of the river Tone. As the place 
of investigation in the system of the Kinu， five日po旬-threein the main 
stream and one in each of Lake Chuzenji and the river Daiya-were巴hosen.
For the r曲目onthat the sour巴eof the Kinu is巴loseto the river Katashina 
and the nature of both soils similarly consists of such igneous roek日 as
quartz-porphyry， liparite， and ande日ite，the nature of the water of the 
upper stream of the KinuくatFujiwara) resembles much the river Kata-
shina; namely， the total amount of its IJ;l.Organic salts is over 60 rng/l， 
and 80 it is somewhat dilute; yet seeing from the poi:nt of each component， 
it has a tenden巴ytoward a comparatively large quantity of日ilica.
The M iddle Stream 01 the Biver K inu at Omi抑， N o.28: The place of 
investigation is in the lower stream down by its confluence with the 
branch， the Daiya. Compared with the upper stream， no great change is 
found in the nature of water， except the increase of silica from the effect目
。fthe Daiya. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Kinu at Kawashi?附， N o.29: Compared 
with the middle stream， salt日 in巴reasesomewhat over 80 mg/l; and it i日
the standard nature of water， with its chemical composition almost cl08e 
to the average nature of water in the Kanto districts. Although， in the 
middle stream of the Tone， the radi巴alof sulfuric acid is in巴linedto be 
excessive by巴onfluencewith an a巴idriver， the Agatsuma， tbat is corre巴ted
after the confluen巴eof the Kinu， and， as 1 have stated be.fore， itappro-
a巴hesto the average nature of water in the Kanto districts. 
The River Daiya at Nikko， No. 27: In the Daiya which flows down 
from Lake Ch田enji，there is a greater concentration of salts than in the 
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UPI氾rstream of the river Kinu; in particular， itcontains a large qua.ntity 
of silica (29.9 mg/l). Consequently， it is natural that日ilicain the Kinu 
increases after the confluence with this river. 
The River Kokαi at Mase， No. 31: This is a river which r立nsto the 
east parallel with the river Kinu and pours itself into the lower stream 
of the Tone. The place of investigation was chosen in its lower stream. The 
nature of water is almost similar to that of the lower stream of the Tone; 
the total amount of inorganic salts is about 90 m.g/l， and seeing from the 
point of each component，目ilicatends to be of a large quantity. 
Lake Haruna， No..12: This is a crater lake， at the summit of Mt. 
Haruna. lnorganic salts are contained to about 60 mg/l. Compared with 
Lake Chuzenji， Marsh 1mba and K剖 umigauramentioned next， its water 
is dilu旬 Seeingfrom the point of composition of its components， ithas a 
旬ndencyto contain a comparatively scarce amount of lime and much sodium 
sulfate; 日ilicais of rather large in quantity， compared with ordinary 
lakes. 
Lake Chuzenji， N o.26: This lake contains a very large quantity of 
silica because water from the andesite zone of Okunikko flows into it. 
The sea回onalchange of chemical components is slight， and the total amount 
of inorganic salts is over 80 mg/l， which is more concentrated than that 
of the river Kinll. Accordingly， when the water of this lake flows out 
to the river Daiya and joins the river Kinu， silica and other component日
of the Kinu become concentrated初日omee玄tent.
The Marsh 1m加，No. 32: This water is concentrated; the total amount 
of inorganic回 ltsexceeds 100 mg/l. As it contain日 muchcalcillm carbo・
na加， pota園田ium，日ilica，e旬.， it is profitable for agriclllture as irrigating 
water. Moreover， there is an abundance of ammonia nitrogou and ph叩-
phate; and so，. a large production of plankton and fish is to be eXI附句d.
Kasumigaura， No. 34， 35: As a place of investigation， two spots-
Okishuku near Tsuchiura心ityand Myoginohana near river Tone-were 
chosen. Here the wa ter wa日:rnostconcentrated; the total amount of its 
inorganic sal t日間achingto 140 mg/l or thereabout， with an especially large 
amount of the日ulfateradical， chloride， sodium， potassium， etc. But， silica 
is of a small quantity. Compared in detail， the natnre of water of these 
もwospo飽 differsconsideral11y; radical of sulfuric acid at Okishuku is 
as much again as that of Myoginohana; on the contrary， asもochloride， 
Myoginohana contaIns twice as mucb as Okishnku; besides， pota開ium，calcium， 
• magnesium， silica， iron， phosphate， nitrate nitrogen， and suspe凶edsolids 
are much more present at Okishllku than at Myoginohana and a larger 
quantity of sodium is found at Myoginohana than at Okishllku. The reason 
why there is much radical of sulfa胞， potash， lime， etc. at Okishuku， 
near Tsuchiura of Kasumiganra， seems to be attributable to the manure 
flowing out of arable lands. This may be proved by the fact that， com・
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pared with today， there was much 1ess radica1 su1furic acid， potash and 
1ime， &ccordingもothe results of the analysis(l1l. 1 carried out in the y伺 r
of 1943 (during the war)， at which time manure was e玄treme1y回 demand.
rrhe cause of the 1arge quantity of sodium ch10ride at MyoginohanB， near 
the out1et of Kasumigaura， may， of course， be attributab1e a1so， to sea-
water. 
At any ra旬， the fact that Kasumigaura is rich iu potash， phosphoric 
acid， nitrogen， etc. means it has a high prod¥lctive power in agricu1ture 
and in fishery. 
Besides， the amount of si1ica in 1akes is genera11y thought to pr佃 per
and decay re1ative1y with the changes of p1ankton; but， as to the season-
ab1e change of si1ica， the 10west at Okishuku was 2.0 mgJ1 in May of the 
year of 1953; and the highest， 30.1 mgJ1 in February 1954; whue， at 
Myoginohana， 3.3 mgJ1 in November 1953 is the lowest， and 13.3 mgJl in 
February 1954 the highest. Though the periods of b6coming di1ute are 
different， it is noticed as a common phenomenon of Lake Haruna， Lake 
Chuzenji and Marsh 1mba that a11 of them have the tendency toward con-
centration during winter. 
Kitaura No. 36: The center of the 1ake of Tsuga was chosen as the 
p1ace of investigation. As to the other components besides silica， the sea-
sona1 change was slight， simi1ar1y in Lake Haruna and in Lake Chuzenji. 
Compared with Kasumigaura， itcontains a smaller quantity of ca1cium， 
potassium， su1fate， iron and nitrate凶trogen; but sodium ch10ride con-
tained as much on an average as the two spots in Kasumigaura. 
ln addition， si1ica of Kitaura tends to decrease in autumn; 0.5 mgJ1 
in October 1953 is the 10west with 3.2 mgJ1 in September of the same year; 
but in other seasons， genera11y 12--14 mgJl is the norma1 content. 
VlI Characteristics of the River Ara and 1旬 Trihutaries
rrhis river rises in the Kanto range consisting of Chichibu Pa1eozoie 
which contains limestone， and， f10wing through the loamy stratum of the 
Kanto p1ains， pours itse1f iuto Tokyo &y. The nature of wa旬rreflects 
the nature of soil at its source: there is dis801ved an exceeding1y 1arge 
quantity of ca1cium carbonate; whi1e it is inclined to contain a 1itt1e si1ica. 
As the p1ace of investigation， six spot自 inthe main stream and three in 
the branches were chosen to be ana1yzed six times a year for each. 
The Upper Streαm of the Riuer .Araαt Otaki， No. 37: This water presents 
an a1ka1ine reaction and contains a 1arge quantity of巴a1ciumand a1ka1inity 
(radica1 of carbonic acid). Name1y， its characteristic is its tendency to 
disso1ve much ca1cium carbonate. A1though the vo1ume of water at this 
spot of the river Ara is on1y 8 m3Jsec at average water 1eve1， the amount 
of ca1cium carbonate which disso1ves and passes this Bpot reaches over 
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10，000 tons a year， calculated from its alkalinity. 
But， such component日asmagne日ium，sodium， potassium， chlorine and 
silica are of small quantity; accordingly， the total amount of inorganic 
salt日 isover 70 mg/l， less than the average of the Kanto districts， 90 mg/l. 
The U pper Stream 01 the River .Ara at N agatoro， N o.38: It al日ocon-
tains a large quantity of calcium carbonate， and presents an alkaline reac-
ti佃. Its salts are somewhat more concentrated than that of the above 
mentioned Otaki， tbat is， above 90 mg/l. 
The Middle Stream 01 the River Ara at Kumaga仰 ，No. 39: About this 
spot， the river Ara presents its highest alkaline reaction as pH 8.3. Yet， 
as well as the upper日tream，it shows such a small quantity of silica as 
11 mg/l or thereabout. 80， with the river Kanna， itcontains the least 
amount among the rivers of the Kanto districts. 
The M iddle Stream 01 the River Arαat H irakata， N o.40: 'rhe na ture 
of the water is nearly the same a日 thoseof the above mentioned three 
spots; however， the total amollnt of inorganic salts exceeds 100 mg/l. 
The Lower Strea例 01the River Ara at Shiki， N o.44: It， t∞， con-
tains much calcium carbonate. But， compared with the middle stream (at 
Hirakata)，日altsare decreased， though litle. This is the result of dilution 
by the inflow of a branch日tream，the Iruma. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Ara at .Akαbane， No. 45: This water 
is as concentrated as that of the middle stream (at Hirakata). The total 
amount of inorganic salts rises above 100 mg/l; moreover， itcontains a 
large quantity of calcium carbonate. If the whole volume of the outflow 
of the river Ara a year is 3，000，000，000 ton日， the total amount of inorga-
nic salts which are dissolved in that water would be 310，000 tons， of which 
the amount of calcium carbonate is calculated to be about 140，000 tons. 
As mentioned above， in regard to the large amount of calcium carbo・
nate， the river Ara leads in this country; therefore， when this water is 
used for irrigation， farmers seem to have no need of adding lime for 
neutralization of acid because the acidification of the soil in paddy-fields 
.is prevented. 
The River lrumaαt Kαsumigaseki， N o.41 : 
Thc River 1印刷 αtthe co吋luencewith the river Arα， No.43: 
The River Otsubeαt Tαkasakα， No.42: 
All of these are branches which flow into the right bank of the river 
Ara in its middle stream. The nature of the water in these three spots 
is much alike. The total amount of inorganic salts is 80 mg/l or there-
about; compared with the middle stream of the Ara， these waters are 
dilllted to about 20弱， but they have also， a tendency to contain a large 
quantity of calcium carbonate. 
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VIIl Characteristics of the River Tama and It8 Tributari伺
The river Tama， lying on the southern side of the river Ara， rises 
from the north-eastern corner of Yamana自hiPrefecture， enters Tokyo City， 
and poUTS into Tokyo Bay after passing through the southern parts of . 
the Kanto p1ain. This river supp1ies not on1y the water for Tokyo City， 
but a1so irrigates the rice-fie1ds of 4，000 he巴taresboth in Tokyo and in 
Kanagawa Prefecture. The far upper stream which is ca11ed the river 
Tamba， in Yamanashi Prefecture， contains diorite for its geo1ogica1 for. 
mation， whi1e a1most other sources are constituted by Chichibu Pa1eozoic; 
Therefore， the water in other spots， e玄ceptthe upper stream from the 
Ogochi dam， as we11 as that of the river Ara mentioned above， contains 
much ca1巴iumcarbonate. 
The U pper Stream 01 the River Tama at Ogochi， N o.46: Wa ter is 
investigated on a litle more upper spot from the Ogochi dam which supp1ies 
the service water for Tokyo αty. The nature of the water is thin and 
the total inorganic salts does not amount to 50 mg/l. Ca1cium， magnesium， 
sodium and chloride are scar巴eC chlorine is the 1east in the si到y・fOUTp1aces 
investigated)， but silica seems to be rather abundant. 
Compared with water in the midd1e stream of the rievr Tama used for 
service water for Tokyo City， other components are very di1ute e玄巴ept
日ili巴aand sulfate， and in particu1ar， the content of calcium巴arbona te does 
not reach even ha1f of it. In spite of the fact that in other p1aces in the 
river Tama， there is much calcium carbonate， the nature of this water 
a10ne is different because of diorite distributed in the hasin of the river 
Tama-the far upper stream of the Tama. 
The U pper Stream 01 the River Tama at M itake， N o.47: Here， 1 will 
exp1ain the water near by Mitake Station of Ome line. The content of 
ca1cium carbonate is about 60% increased than that of the river water at 
Ogochi. The reason is the inf1uence of Chichibu Pa1eozoic (inc1uding 1ime 
r∞ks) found in the basin. As a result of this， the reaction shows a1ka1ine， 
and pH denotes 7.5. But as the component呂田uchas magnesium， sodium， 
potassium and ch10ride are stil scarce， the total inorganic sa1ts is about 
60 mg/1 or so， and the water is thin as compared with the nature of 
average water in the Kanto districts. 
The Middle strωm 01 the River Tanωαt Haijima， N o.48: It is near the 
junction of the tributary， the river Aki， and 1ies about eighteen kilometers 
down the Hamura-dam， the in1et of service water for Tokyo City. As 
compared with the two p1aces in the upper stream where the nature of 
water is dilute， sa1t in巴reasesrather much， and， above a1， a 1arge amount 
of ca1cium carbonate is noted more than 40 mg/l， as calcu1ated from a1kali-
凶ty.This is because the limestones， distrihuted through the upper stream， 
have a great influence upon the river of thi日vicinity.With this， pH re・
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presents， also， alkaline reaction Up to 7.8. 
The city.water for Tokyo， after being taken at Hamura・dam日ituated
at the upper stream， isled to the two reservoirs at Murayama and Yama-
guchi， therefore， the nature of the water will not be so different from that 
of the former place. Then， it is noted that the coiltent of calcium carbonate 
in the ci ty. wa ter巴omesto four or five times as compared with that of 
other cities， for instance， Hiroshima whose water isobtained from the river 
Ota. Calcium Is so important for human growth that this water must be 
wholesome for the citizen who thus takes a large quautity of calcium even 
uuconsciou日ly.
The M iddle Streαm 01 the River Ta伽 atNakαgawarα， No. 51: 1 gathered 
water under the rail way bridge of the Keio line below the juuctiou of the 
rivers Aki aud Asa. Calcium carbouate is less here thau at Haijimaj while 
silica， chloride and nitrate nitrogen are mu巴hincreased. This fact is chiefly 
due to the influence of the river Asa， and the reaction represents neutral. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Tama at N oborito， N o.52: This is the 
water llnder the railway bridge of tbe Odawara express line. Comparing 
with the nature of water in the spot of Nakagawara， 1 found there is not 
so much change. This is because there is no great inflow into it. As 
巴omponents，nitrate nitrogen increases to 1.06 mg/l and ranks first among 
the si玄ty.fourplaces iu the Kanto districts. As the total of inorganic salts 
in this place rea<ihes 89 mg/l， itis assumed that the quantity of salts which 
is dissolved and carried by the river Tama in a year， amounts to 180，000 
tons， ifthat total is multiplied bj 200，000，000 tons， the total of gross flow in 
a year. 
The River Aki under Higαshiakikawa Bridge， N o.49: The spot just 
above the junction of the river Tama i自 selected. The content of salt is 
20% less than that in the middle stream of the river Tama (at Ha.ijima)， 
so it is true that the river Tama is diluted， in some measure， by this 
junction. 
The River Asaαt Takahαt， No. 50: The content of calcium carbonate 
i日 lessthan that in the river Tama (at Haijima)， but magnesium， po旬s・
oi'lm， chloride， silica， nitrate nittogen， etc. are abundant， especiaJly the con. 
centratioIi of nitrate nitrogen， ranks second in the Kanto districts. 
IX Charaderisti四 ofthe River Sagami and Its 
Water Sy自tem
The river Sagami has its source in Lake Yamanaka at the east foot 
of Mt. Fuji， and， running northeastwards through the southern part of 
Yamanashi Prefecture to reach Kanagawa Prefecture， turns its course 
southwards and then empties into Sagami Bay. The stream in Yamanashi 
Prefecture is na.med the river Katsura. Fuji lava at its source is remaik. 
? ?
?
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ab1シricbin permeabi1ity aud， regu1atiug the vo1ume of water by a.bsorbirtg 
rain aud snow， gushes forth a1ways at the foot of the mounta.in; there-
fore， in the river Katsura the vo1uine of water is said to change litle， 
never overflowiug much in f100d season aud coil.taining much water in 
drought season， as if it had a 1arge adjusting reservoir at its SOllrce. 
Lake Sagami which was formed by daming up the river Sagami in the 
10wer stream of Yose・machiis the 1arge目tartificia1 1ake in Japan. Not 
on1y does it supp1y service water to both Yokohama and Kawasaki Citie8， 
but a180 coutributes mllch to the generation of hydroe1ectricity and e玄p10i・
ta'tion of paddy fie1ds; besides， its branch， the river Doshi， has been a1ready 
the fo1intain-bead of the water works for Yokohama City; thus the deve-
topment of tbe water system of the river Sagami is remarkab1e. 
The nature of the soi1 at the source of the upper streams is， of course， 
Fuji 1ava， whicb has most influence on the characteristics of the river 
Sagami ~ but， there are a1so distributed Misaka stratllm and diorite in the 
basin of the river Dosbi， and Chichibu Pa1eozoic on the north side of the 
midd1e reaches of tbe main stream. 
As tbe p1aces of investigation， nine p1aces in both the main stream and 
brancbes-Lake Yamanaka and F吋istring，“Hakkainoike". at the source， 
and a1so the rivers Sasago， tbe Doshi， etc.-were cbosen. 
Lake Yamanaka， No. 55: This 1ake contains a rather smaller quantity 
of salts than the rivers， 1akes and mar日besin the Kanto districts. Com-
pared either with such 1ake日inthe basin of tbe river Tone as Lake Harllna， 
Lake Chuzenji， Marsh Imba， Kasumigaura etc.， or with the river Katsura 
wbicb has it日目ourcein this 1ake， the na ture of the wa ter of tbis 1ake is 
dilute. In particu1ar， a small quantity of ch10ride and su1fate is its charae-
teristic. 
8pr-ing“Hakkainoike"， No. 56: This i日 oneof a group of springs' at
tbe foot of Mt. Fuji， wbich are the main fountain-heads of the river Katsura， 
A1thongb ana1ysis Was done once in April of 1943， the result sbows the 
concentrated nature of tbe water， the tota1 amount of wbose inorganic sa1ts 
ej(ceeds 100 mg/1; it conte.ins particu1ar1y a 1arge quantity of silica (43.5 
mg/l). Ca1cium， magnesium， a1kalinity and phosphe.te' are a1目opresent in 
a high degree. Bllt， compared with other component8， ch10ride and sulfate 
are of' a remarkah1y small quantity. In this point， ithas a tendency 
common to tbe above mentioned Lake Yamanaka. 
The Upper 8tream of the River Katsura at Oshino， N 0.57: Tbis is tbe ex・
treme upper stream of the river Kat8ura， gatbering springs at the foot of 
Mt. Fuji. Similar1y to the spring Hakkaihoike， itcontains much silica and 
a1ka1inity， and 80 the nature of the water is concentrated; but su1fate 
and ch10ride are a1so of an extreme1y small quantity. 
The U pper 8tream of the River Kαtsurαat Yoshidα， No. 58: In the same 
way as above mentioned No. 56 and No. 57， the nature of the water is 
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concentrated because of the effect of Fnji lava， and it contains especially 
much自ilica，which reaches 45.2 mg/l. As the total amount of dissolved 
inorganic sal t自 isabout 95 mg/l， silica occupies less than 50% of it; and 
即， seeing from the point of mutual ratio of components， the proportion of 
日ilicais large. Phosphate is rich in the neighbourhood of this spot， for the 
reason that there is a large quantity of it in the springs at the foot of 
Mt. Fnji. The amount of it contained differs with time; the highest i日
0.34， the lowest is 0.04， and the average of six analyses is 0.20 mg/l. More-
over， ithas a tendency to be rich in other components like alkalinity， 
magne日ium，etc. But， the radical of sulfate and chloride is very sma11 
自imilarto the above mentioned No. 55--57. As the river Katsura flows 
down to this neighbourhood it passes through Fllji lava， the above mentioned 
peculiarities may a11 be thought to be affected by Fnji lava. 
Seen from the result of analysi自 ofsix times a year， itis recognized 
that chemical components of the river Katsura are always fixed without 
discrimination of season， and that the change of the nature of the water 
is little as well as that of the volume of the water. 
The Lower Streαm 01 the River Katsurα t Otsuki， N o.59: The spot just 
before the confluence of the river Sasago， a little above the upper stream 
from Otsuki， ischosen as the place of investigation. As mentioned above， 
in the upper stream of the river Katsura of No. 56--58 there is a re・
markably large quantity of silica and phosphate; however， flowing down 
to this neighbourhood， both components tend to decrease. on the contrary， 
the radical of sulfate increases a litle. 
The River Sαsαgo， No. 60: This water is dilute， the total amount of 
in9rganic salts is above 60 mg/l. Compared with the Katsura， silica and 
alkalinity are of a remarkably sma11 quantity. Consequently， those com-
ponents in the Katsura are naturally diluted by its confluence. 
Lαke Sagami， No. 61: Lake Sagami is an industrially important place 
in the river Sagami; therefore， twelve analyses in a year were made of 
the water 15--20 cm below the surface in the central part of the lake. 
As the total amount of inorganic salts is about 90 mg/l， this water has 
concentration nearly as great as that of the average nature of the water 
in the Kanto districts; however， seen from the point of each component， 
silica， alkalinity and phosphate tend to be more than that of the average 
na ture of wa ter， and chloride， sulfa te， etc.， to be les自 Then，it is known 
that the peculiarities caused by Fuji lava， which are found in the upper 
stream of the river Katsura， are not yet lost in this spot. Be自ides，silica 
is of a larger quantity than the average of the Kanto districts becau自e
the average of twelve analy自esshowed 29.7 mg/l; yet， compared with 45.2 
mg/l in the upper stream of the river Kat自ura(at Yoshida)， itis recog-
nized to be diluted remarkably by the branches containing little日ilica，like 
the river Sasago. 
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The River Doshi， N o.62: Similarly to the river Sasago， itis a braneh 
more dilute than the main stream of the river Sagami. In particular， it
is lacking in potassium， presenting 0.65 mg/l whieh i日thesmallest quantity 
among the Bixty・fourplaeeB of investigation in the Kanto distriets. More-
over it is peeuliar that it eontains a very smaU quantity of ehloride. 
The Lower Stream 01 the River Sagα.mi at Sαgamihara， N o.63: The 
nature of the water in this spot is nearly the same as that of Lake Sagami. 
This is beeause the nature of the water of the river Sagami does not under-
go a ehange in mid eourse， for there is no inflow of large rivers e玄cept
the Doshi in the lower stream of Lake Sagami， and yet tbe river Doshi 
is used in tbe water works of Yokohama City. 
In addition， tbe total amount of inorganie salts whieb dissolves in tbe 
water of tbis spot is about 89 mg/l whieb i日 theaverage of a year; r.eeor. 
dingly， ifthe volume of water flowing into tbe river Sagami for a year is 
to be 2，000.000，000 tons， the quantity of inorganic salts wbicb dissolve aud 
a1'巴carriedinto the sea can be presumed to be about 180，000 tons for a year. 
X Characteristics of the River Sakawa 
The river Saka wa rises in mountainou日distrietscomposed of Fuji lava， 
Misaka stratum and diorite， and， running through the western part of 
Kanagawa Prefeeture， reaehes the plains in the vieinity of Yamakita.town 
and then irrigates arable land in the neighbouring distriets of Odawara. 
As the nature of the soil is similar to the river Sagami， the nature of the 
water also has elose reseinblanee. In the plaee mentioned below， analysis 
was done si玄 timesa year. 
The River Sαkaωααt Yamakitα， No. 64: The nature of the water is 
nearly the same as that of the river Sagami; the total amount of dissolved 
inorganie salts is above 90 mg/l， whose eoneentration is almost as great as 
that of the average n.e.ture of water in the Kanto distriets. Seen from tbe 
point of eaeh eomponent， there is mueh siliea beeause of the effeet of Fuji 
lava; and it also has tbe peeuliarity of eontaining a large quantity of 
phoBphate and alkalinity on one hand， and a small quantity of ehloride and 
sulfate on the other. 
Besides， though another detailed investigation was done in ten SpotB in 
the lower stream of this river， including its branehes， si玄 timesfor eaeh， 
those results are here omitted(14). 
XI Characteristics of the River Tsurumi and 
the River Katabira 
The river TBurumi eomes from the southern part of Minamitama-gun， 
Tokyo Metropolis， and， running southeastwards nearly parallel with the river 
'lama through the hil ter1'aee of diluvium on the south side of the Tama， 
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empties into Tokyo &y. 
The river Katabira， which 1ies to the south of it， similar1y takes its 
source in the hillock region of diluvium， and running through Hodogaya-
ku， Yokohama City， empties into Yokohama Harbour. As the p1ace of 
investigation， one白potfor each was chosen in the hillock region in the 
midd1e stream. 
The River Tsurumi at Kohoku-ku， No， 53: The water of this river is 
mor巴concentratedthan that of the Tama and the Sa.gami; the tota1 amount 
of inorganic sa1ts e玄ceeds100 mg/l. Seen from the point of each compo・
nent，ロlUchsilica， a1ka1inity， magnesium， iron， nitrogen， etc. are contained; 
therefore， this water in resp凹tto agricu1ture is rich in nutriment. 
The River Katabim at Tsurugamine， No. 54: The tota1 amount of in-
organic sa1ts is about 90 mg/1， whose concentration is a1most the same as 
the average na.ture of the wa.ter in the Kanto districts. Seen from the 
point of each component， silica.， iron and nitrate nitrogen ar巴 inclined旬
be of a 1arge quantity and potassium and calcium， are scarce. 
XII Influences of Se回 onand Weather 
'fhe nature of water is naturally influenced by season and weather; 
in either the tha.wing season of spring or the typhoon season of autumn， 
the wa.ter of rivers has a tendency to be diluted by the increase of water， 
and in either the high temperature season of summer or the drought season 
of winter， river we.ter becomes concentrated. But， compa.red with the fact 
that the vo1ume of running water changes as much as hundred times the 
difference of concentration is， as a ru1e， ma.rve1ous1y lit1e. 
1 shall observe the condition of the change of vo1ume of running water 
in the river Tone for the space of a year. In the mountainous regions， 
it is mo日tdroughty during winter in January and February and is most 
full in April and May because of thawing. June ranks next. During 
SUlnmer， there is a decrease of watel' for a time in August; whi1e， from 
1ate summer to autumn， there often occur great floods; and then decrea-
sing gradually after November， itenters the drought season. But， in p1ains 
.of the 10wer stream， the condition differs becau日eof irrigation， and so， 
water decreases remarkab1y in the irrigating season of summer. Other 
rivers in the Kanto districts a1so have conditions like this. 
Now， in order to ascertain the seasonable change of the nature of 
water， disso1ved solids is taken up from data of ana1ysis in Tab1e 2， and 
the months which present the highest value of it and the ones which present 
the 10west of it are e玄a.minedfor each river; the tota1 sum of rivers in 
each month is as foUow日:
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According to this Tab1e， January in which seventeen rivers show the 
highe日tconcentration during a year ranks first， and August， with thirteen 
rivers is second. Consequently it is known that rivers in the Kanto di日tricts
become mQst concentrated in the drought season of winter， and then， in 
midsummer A ugust. 
on the contrary， as the time when sa1ts become dilute， May ranks 
first with thirteen rivers， and then Ju1y， April， September in turn. It is 
known that di呂田1vedcomponents were 1east in Apri1 and May， which cor-
responded to the thawing season in mountainous regions， and the ne玄twa日
in Ju1y (1953)， when unsett1ed weather with a touch of the rainy season 
continued， and a1so in September . 
.A，bove is the comparative re日u1tfrom limited data of analysis， and the 
f郎 tsevery year are not a1ways identica1; however， ithas been learned 
that river.s have a tendency， in genera1， to become concentrated in the 
drought日easonof winter and summer， and di1uted in the thawing season 
of spring and the swelling日easonof autumn. 
But， in the river Katsura and 8agami which have their sources in Fuji 
lava， change of conc巴ntrationof salts is e玄e巴eding1y1ittle throughout the 
year as is previous1y reported the river Shira at Aso(13i. 
XItI Average Compositions of Waters of the Kanto 
Districts 
In order to compare the nature of rivers in the Kanto districts with the 
average nature of water of the rivers in the whole world or 1ay the founda-
tion of presuming the quantity of inorganic sa1ts which rivers disso1ve 
from 1and and carry into the日ea，and the quantit;y< of fertilizing sub-
日tanceswhich rivers supply naturally to paddy fields， two sorts of the 
average natur巴 ofwater in the Kanto di日trictsare caloula.ted， and the 
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va1ues are put in at the bottom of Tab1e 2. Among two sorts of the 
average nature of water， the first one is ca1cu1ated by averaging simp1y 
and wholly the nature of water of sixty-four investigated p1aces without 
distinction of river; and the second one is ca1cu1ated by making the distinc-
tion between large and small rivers according to the vo1ume of f10wing 
water for a yer.r and inc1uding it in tbe ca1cu1ation. In tbis report， tbe 
former is named tbe simp1e average for tbe time being， and tbe 1atter， tbe 
amended average. 
In ca1cu1ating tbe amended average， itis加 beregretted tba t tbe 
accurate number of tbe vo1ume of flowing water is difficu1t句 bemea-
sured; but， aooording to tbe ca1cu1ation(12l by tbe Construction Ministry， 
tbe vo1ume of flowing water for a year in tbe Tone is about 13.500.000iOOO 
tons， tbat of the river Ara is 3，000.000，000 tons; a1so， as to other rivers， 
if presumed from eacb catchment area， rainfall， flowing rate， etc.， the river 
Naka becomes about 3，000，000，000 tons， tbe rivers Tama and tbe Sagami 
2，000，000，000 tons for eacb， tbe river Kuji 1，500，000，000 ton自， tbe river Saka-
wa 1，000，000，000 tons， tbe river Hinuma 400，000，000 tons， tbe river Tsurumi 
200，000，000 tons. Then， by taking ana1ytica1 resu1t of the water in tbe spot 
of the 10west streams of each riverー tbatis Sawara in tbe Tone， Akabane 
in tbe Ara， Akutsu in tbe Naka， Noborito in tbe Tama， Sagami-town in 
the Sagamiー， and mu1tip1ying tbe above mentioned vo1ume of water by it， 
the amended average was ca1cu1a飴d. According1y， the nature of water in 
tbe upper and midd1e streams of rivers has no direct re1ation加 theca1cu-
1ation of the amended average; whi1e tbe nature of water in tbe 10wer 
streams of 1arge rivers bas the greatest effect upon it. 
Tben， the two sorts of tbe average nature of water thus obtained were 
compared each oth~， both nature of water un阻 pected1ycoincide in other 
components except a 1ittle more su1fate wa.s found in tbe自imp1eaverage， 
tbough the metbods of ca1culation differed entire1y; tba.t ・isnot be said 
definite1y but as a.n accidenta.1 coincidence. And yet， the reason for tbe 
large amount of sulfate in the simple average is because the river Su and 
Agatsuma， which have strong acidity hecause of effect of the sulfur-spring 
of Kusatsu， are included in the ca1culation. 
XIV Comparison with the Average Comp凶 itionof Waters 
of the Whole W orld 
1 will make clear tbe characteristics of the rivers of tbe Kallto dist-
ricts， by comparing tbe two kinds of tbe average composition of the water 
of those districts wbicb ba.ve previously been mentioned witb world average 
made by F. W. C1&'ke. 
Clarke recorded the data of the nature of water in the large rivers in 
Europe and in America in bis world-famous book(2l. He computed .the 
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average composition of the water in the rivers I)f the world， and stated 
the conclusions by giving the percentage of each component of the inorganie 
salts whiqb is dissolved. 
Following Clarke's method of explanation.， in Table 3， the average com" 
position I)f water in the Kanto districts is computed， and is compared witb 
the average nature of the whole world. 
Table 3. A切 rageco隅posi仰旬。1walers仰 theKanlo D勾Iricls，compared 
with the C larke' s general a世間ge01 the worl d. 
I Ca I Mg I Na I K I NH~I ∞~ I SωI Cl IN臼|叫 Si匂 I Fe~白 I Tot“|S231Y 
Ameuded average | 
1.5410.091 22.261 17.93 0.35 1∞. 90.0 
Kanto di箇tricts
Sωimplae c averageof 
es in thel 13.48:2.93:6.32 1.4310.101 20.731 20.53 8.051.25:0.071 24.76 0.35 100.∞ 97.4 
Kanto districts 
Clarke's general 
~.121 - 1 35.15112.14 average of the I 20・ ・ 1・79 5.68iOω ー 11.67 2.75 1∞. 
world (FeAl)的
Judging from the comparison， the di日tinctivedifference of the nature 
of water in the Kanto districts from that of the world is that the former 
is rich in siliel， in spite of being lacked in calcium and carbonate. 
N釦nely，the percentage of calcium in indrganic salts of the Kanto 
districts. reaches 13 percent as a simple average， and 14 percent as amended 
one; while that of the world reaches 20 per cent. As to the carbonic radical 
tbe average of the Kanto district日 is20--22 percent in cont:rast to the 
35 percent of that of the world. Accordingly， the amount of calcium car-
bonate is only two-thirds or so of the world rivers. 
On the contrary， the percentage of silica reaches more tban 24 per-
cent， and b田omesmore than two times the world average whicb is 11 per-
cent or so. 
ωnsequently， judging from the constitution in inorganio salts， silica 
is contained riob wbile there is a litle oalcium carbonate. Tbese are the 
. charaoteri日tiosof the rivers of tbe Kanto distriots， and the reason of wbich 
is e玄plainedlater in the cbapter dealing witb the influence of geology 
upon the nature of water. 
The defieienoy of ealcium carbonate sig凶fiesthe prevalen田 ofacid 
soils， and from the point of sanitation it suggests the fact that the amount 
of taking calcium which is necessary for the growth of bones and teetb is 
far behind the Europeans or the Americans. But the low hardness of 
water is convenient for industrial use. 
On the other hand， the abundance of silica， as it is explained in the 
previous report(13l means a great profit， for ourωuntry depends upon 
the rioe-orop‘It str.engthen the power of resistanoe of the rice plant against 
the rice-blight. 
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Besides， there can be found Cunspicuously much sulfate jn the average 
compCi，litic-n of water in t.e Kanto districts. 'Ihis is a result of an increase 
of sulfate because of the inflow of th~ sulfur springs of Kusatsu and 
Nasu， into the streams of the rivers Tone and Naka. 
XV The Influence of Geo)ogy upon the Nature of Water 
Rain-water， the pure water of nature has a weathering action which 
is to erode and to dissolve rocks and soil， though in very slight movement， 
until they get to the sea through rivers. As a result， 1 have often re・
marked that nature of river water reflexes the influence of geology or 
nature of soil of source. 
Generally speaking concering the geology of the mountains which are the 
sources of the rivers of the Kanto districts， those volcanoes such as Nasu， 
Nikkoshirane， Akagi， Haruna， Kusatsushirane， Asama， Fuji and Hakone 
belonging to Nasu or Fuji volcanic zone are the sources of such rivers as 
Naka， Katashina， Agatsuma， Karasu， Usui， Kasu， Kinu， Sagami and Sakawa， 
and the eruption日orvolcanic rocks extend over the north and south-western 
parts of the high lands of the Kanto districts. Besides， Chichibu sedimen-
tary rocks w hich cover the Kanto mountain range and the Ashio mounta・
inous group， become the source of rivers such as Ara， Tama， Kanna and 
Watarase. In addition， there is found granite， quartzporphyry， liparite and 
crystalline schist of which distribution is very small in comparison with 
the two former. 
Therefore， in this chapter， of the main stratums in the Kanto districts， 
1 want to compare the volcanic eruptions with Chichibu Paleozoic， Iぬinting
out how they have influence upon the nature of water. 
As 1 have already mentioned in the precedIlg chapters， the concentra・
tion of silica is great not only in the r~ver Kasu of Mt. Akagi， but also 
in Buch rivera as Naka， Karasu， and Katsura whose sources are in the 
vicinity of volcanic eruptions. And calcium carbonate is rich in the rivers 
Kanna， Ara and Tama which rise in Chichibu Paleozoic. In order to prove 
how the influence geology has upon the compositionく弱)of inorganic salts， 
1 made Table 4. 
The Ta.ble 4 is computed from the Ta.ble 1 in accordance with Clarke's 
method of ほ planationwhich ia widely known， and it deals with the com・
parison of the differences of the nature of water in five rivers whose 
sources have Chichibu sedimentary rωks and in the typical nine ri ver目
whose sources are eruptions. All these fourteen rivers are sutveyed only 
in the limits of the upper streams among the mountains in order to avoid 
the drainage in cities and factories. The river Agatsuma and the river Su 
which are greatly influenced by sulfur springs are excluded as a matter 
of course. 












? 醐 river I 
2 The river N aka Kuroi回 12.39 3.34 5.2611.04 1 0.08 1 7.941 35.33! 6.47 0.24 0.01 27.85 0041∞ 127.1 
7 1 The river Kat&shina Fushitl込 11.85 2.39 7.1412.1910.08 119.511 13.451 5.54 1.02 0.02 36.78 64.0 












14 τhe river U四 i Toy∞ka 11.回 1.47 0.62 0.01 26.06 0.051∞.∞ 143.9 






27 τhe river Daiya Nikko 11.44 2.33 8.501 1.72 1 0.04 1 21.02 14.741 3.28 2.74 0.07 34.11 0.01 1∞. 87.7 
57 The river Ka旬ura O.hino 11.26 4.95 5.111 1.50 1 0.04 1 32.53 1.051 1.44 1.82 0.48 39.74 90.1 
ヨ 58 1∞.0 -z E The river Kat四国 Yoshida 3.22 5.161 1.60 1 0.13 1 29.111 1.731 1.21 1.51 0.26 45.14 0.22 1∞. 
64 The river 8akawa Ya血akita 13.54 3.∞ 5.981 1.43 1 0.16 1 27.94! 8.981 2.37 0.97 0.12 35.14 0.37 1∞. 93.9 









17 The river KaDDa Onishi 6.12 3.26 0.06 um|0凶 100.00 86.1 25.0011.95: 8.181 1.26 1 0.06 1 40.08 1.75 
37 τhe river Ara Ot.畠ki 24.4611.401 3.181 0.74 I 0.03 1 33.お 19.70 1.39 0.96 0.03 14.731 0.05 1∞. 75.7 
38 The river Ara Nagatoro 22.9912.13， 4.821 0.89 1 0.02 1 33.77 19.88 2.33 1.06 0.03 12.051 0.03 1∞. 91.5 
47 The river Tama Mitake 11.72 1.04 0.88 0.04 22.5410 1∞.00 60.6 
48 τhe river Tama Haijima 21.6612.351 5.001 1.20 1 0.05 1 34.93 12.58 3.04 2.16 0.01 
17qo l1
∞ 82.8 
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According to the table， calcium， carbonjc radical and silica are most 
influenced by two kinds of geology. In the first place， as to the percen-
tage of calcium in dissolved eomponents， int};e rivers of whose sources are 
in eruption areas， the lowest v乱lueis 10%: the highest value 13μ， and 
the average of nine rivel1s becomes 11 % or so. On the other hand， inthe 
rivers of Chichibu Paleozoie， the lowest value is 21 %: tlie highe日t，25%: 
and the average， 23%. 80 the proportion of content of calcium becomes 
twice the amount of the former. 
Carbonie radical has a similar tendency. In the riyers in the vieinity 
of eruptionS'， the lowest i日 16μ;the highest 32μ; the average is 21 %，
and in. the case of the rivers of Chichibu Paleozoic， the lowest 33μ; the 
highest 40 % ; the average 35μ. As a result， the propottion of the content 
of calcium carbonate is remarkably high in the .case of the rivers whose 
sources are in Chichibu Paleozoic as compared with that of the rivers in 
the vicinity of eruptions. 
But， on the contrary， as for the proportion of silica， in the rivers near 
eruptions the lowest is 26μ， the highest 49μ， and the average value be-
comes 38 %; thi日 isamazingly abundant in comparison with those rivers 
whose sources are in Chichibu Paleozoic， namely， the lowest is 12% j the 
highest 22弱; and the average 15μ. 
Thel'efore， itis recognized that by weathering of rocks， much of silica 
is lost in solution from volcanic l!ocks， and on the contrary much calcium 
carbonate is dissolved from Chichibu Paleozoic. 
As mentioned， the composition of components in rivers is remar~ably 
different depending on the geology of the sources. 8ince Japan is considered 
a volcanic country and in the Kanto districts eruptions are widely distri-
buted， the rivers of the Kanto districts contain， on the whole， much日ilica
and lack calcium carbonate， in compari日onwith the river日 ofthe world 
mentioned above (cf. Table 3). 
XVI Quantity of Inorganic Salta Lost from Land by 
Solution in Rivers 
When the water rises， rivers become turbid， because sands， pebbles and 
silt are all swept away meehanically. But besides， all the time， there is 
another substance which， though it can not be seen， iscarried into the sea 
as solution being dissolved in the water. As rain-water contain carbonic 
acid， itis apt to make a strong reaction with rocks and soil as compared 
with pure water. In consequence， various components originating in the 
soil， flow into rivers. 
Here， 1 will calculate the amount of inorganic salts which is dissolved 
into the rivers， and carried into the sea， every year， from the total outflow 
of the rivers and of the amended average nature of water in the Kanto 
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districts. 
If tbe outf10w (jf tbe river Tone in a year is 13，500，00Q，000 tO:ns(12) ; 
of tbe river N aka， and of tbe river Ara(12) eacb 3，000，000，000 tons; of 
tbe river Tama and of tbe river 8agami eacb 2，000，000，000 tons; of tbe 
river Kuji 150，000，000 tons; of tbe rivers 8akawa 1，000，000，000 tons-;ば
tbe river Hinuma 400，000，000 tons; and of tbe river Tsurumi 200，000，000 
tons， tbe tota1 becomes 26，600，000，000 tons. Were tbe quantity of water of 
E蜘 oPeninsu1a and of otber small rivei:s to be added， tbe tota1 amount of 
outflow becomes gross1y 30，000，000;000 t叩 s，wbicb is equ乱1to oeventy 
percent in protOrtion to tbe tota1 rainfall， because tbe avet:age amount ()f 
rainfall in a year， intbe Kanto districts is tbougbt to be 1，500 millimeters. 
This figure， 30，000，000，000 mu1tip1ied by 90 mg/1 (Tab1e 3)， tbe content of 
tota1 inorganic sa1ts in the amended average of the rivers of tbe Kanto 
districts， makes 2，700，000 tons. Tbis figure is tbe tota1 amount of inot:ga也ic
sa1ts wbicb are disso1ved from tbe soil出 ayear. And tbe contents are as 
follows: Ca1cium， wbicb is more tban fourteen percent as seen in tbe 
Tab1e 3， is380，000 tons; MSgJlesium is tbree percent or so， and is 90，000 
tons; sodium 200，000 tons; potassium 40，000 tons; carbonic radica1 600，000 
tons; su1furic radica1 480，000 tons; ob1orine 180，000 tons; si1ica fH>0，000 
tons; nitric radica1 40，000 tons etc. 
This quantity is oa1cu1ated on1y as inorganic ooritponents wbicb are 
actually disso1ved and is invisib1e to tbe naked eye. 
XVII Quantity of Fertilizing Substances Supplied 
through Irrigation 
Here， 1 will ca1cu1ate tbe quantity of ferti1izing substances in tbe 
rice.fie1ds supplied naturally by rivers. Tbe vo1ume of irrigating water 
whicb is n回essaryfor tbe growtb of rぬe，varies witb the o()nditions of 
cultivation-suob as nature of soi1， c1imate， et沼. Tbe.refore， tbe fundamtmta1 
. standard of tbe necessary vo1llme of water bas not yet been asoertaIned. 
But on tbe aS8umption tbat 1，500 cubic meters are necessary for one bectare 
of fie1d-wben tbe quantity of water in tbe rice fie1d， about 1.5 oenti meter 
in deptb Ior a day， isirrigated for 100 days， itoomes to 1，500 cubic 
metersー tbeapproximate ca.1cu1ation is as follows: 
First， tbe maximum content of potasb in water，ほceptingtbose str<tng1y 
a.cidic rivers such as tbe 8u and the Agatsuma， is4.53.mg/1 in Lake Ka-
sumigaura， or in rive'rs， 2.46 mg/1 in the Kara自u. 80， tbe qUBlutity of 
potash supplied in a bectare of rice-fie1d during a summer， amounts to 68 
ki10grams in tbe case of tbe former and 37 ki10grams in tbat of tbe latter. 
And as tbe minimum quantity of potassium contained i日 0.65mgl1 in the 
riv町Dosbi，and 0.68 mg/1 in tbe upper stream of tbe river AraくatOtakB;
they on1y supply 10 ki10grams or日oof potasb per one hectare of fie1ds. 
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Accordingly， there are differences in each river. But as the日impleaverage 
of potash content in the si玄ty-fourplaces a1 over the Kanto districts is 
1.68 mg/l， the average supply of potash becomes 25 kilograms per one h伺 a
tare of fields. This figure multiplied by 400，000 h伺 tares，that is the whole 
areas of the rice-fields in the Kanto districts， makes 10，000，000 kilograms， 
which corresponds to 20，000 tons of pota日目iumsulfate. Thi日 is the quan-
tity of potash which the rivers supply natura11y through irrigation during 
one summer to the whole rice-field日 inthe Kanto districts. 
By means of the same estimation and converted into ammonium sulfate， 
the average quantity of nitrogen supplied by the rivers corresponds句 28
kilograms per one hectare of fields and amounts to more than 11，000 tons 
for the whole rice-fields. 
As to the quantity of silica supplied by river-water， the maximum is 
762 kilograms in the river Kasu; while the minimum is 125 kilograms in 
Lake Kasumigaura， and the average quantity of supply， calculated by the 
日imple-averageof the sixty-four places， is362 kilograms. Accordingly， 
silica such as 137，000 tons is supplied during one summer to the whole rice-
fields of the Kanto districts. 
In addition， if the quantity of calcium carbonate is calculated from 
alkalinity， it is from 160 to 863 kilograms per one hectare of fields， and 
the average is 505 kilograms; so it becomes 192，000 tons for a1 the rice-
fields. 
Judging from the above result， itcan be stated that rivers give un-
e玄pectedlymuch fertilizing substances， and these quantity amounts to 
several hundred millions yen if estimated in money. 
XVIII Conclusion 
(1) In order to ascertain the tendency of the nature of water in the 
Kanto districts， 1 repeated the chemical analysis regarding the si玄ty-four
places in the chief rivers， lakes and marshes， from six to twelve time日 in
one year. The re日ultis s.hown in Table 2 and in Figure 2 and 1 have added 
the e玄planationof the characteristics in each river. 
t2) The river Su containing the su日ursprings of Kusatsu， isthe 
most acidic in which the amount of 008 reaches 233 mg/l and pH reaction 
is 2.5. The river Agatsuma in the upper stream from the confluence of 
the river Su， con侃佃ta
the j阻 ct“ionof the river Tone， itamounts to 64 mg/l， and pH is 4.2. These 
rivers are not suitable for agriculture， fishery or the generation of electric 
power. 
t3) In the upper stream of the river Tone， the largest river in our 
country， salts in solution al'e the most dilute among the si玄ty・fourplaces 
of the investigation， and， itespeoia11y lacks calcium carbonate. But in 
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middle stream， witb the increase of sulfate by the junction of tbe above 
mentioned Agatsurra， various sorts of salts beccme remarkablly abundant 
because of the inflow of concentrated rivE rs such as the Kabura， Karasu， Usui， 
Kanna and Kasu. Later， owing to tl:e junction of the rivers Omoi， Kokura 
and Kinu， the nature in the lower stream becomes ratber dilute， and sulfate 
which was especially abundant in tbe middle stream being decreased， it 
finally approacbes the average，nature of the water in the Kanto districts. 、
(4) These three rivErs， Kanna， Ara and Tama rising in tbe Kanto 
mountain ~ange contain mu.ch calcium carbonate due to the influence of 
Chichibu Palaeczoic containing lime stcne at the sources. As the volume of 
outflow of the river Ara is in round numbers 3，000，000，000 tons for a year， 
tbe quantity of calcium carbonate in solution is some 140，000 tons. 
(5) There is contained much silica in thcse rivers whose sources are in 
volcanic eruptions distributed in the nHth and south western parts of the 
Kanto districts. The ;maximum of silica is found in the river Kasu l50.8 
mg/l) rising in Akagi volcano. Mcre tl:an 30 mg/l of silica are contained 
in the river Naka of Nasu volc8nc， tl:e rivEr Karasu of Haruna voloano， 
the river Usui of Mt~ Myogi and in the rivers Katsura， Sagami and Sakawa 
at the foot of Mt. Fuji. 
(6) As to the seasonal change of the nature of water， tbe rivers in 
the Kanto districts become most concentrated in the drougbt seascn of winter， 
and tben， in midsummer， August. On tbe contrary， dissolved components 
are least in April and May， whicb correspond to tbe tbawing season in 
mountainous regicns， and again in July， tbe rainy season， and also in Sep-
tember. 
く7) 1 calculated two sorts of tbe average nature of water in tbe Kanto 
districts-tbe simple average of sixty-four investigated places and the amen-
ded one including tbe volume of flowing water in calculation-in order to 
compare the nature of rivers in tbe Kanto districts witb tbe average nature 
of water in tbe whole world to lay tbe foundation of presuming tbe quantity 
of inorganic salts wbicb rivers carry in加 tbesea in solution， and tbe quan-
tity of fertilizing substances wbicb rivers supply naturally to paddy fields. 
く8) 1 made Table 4 for tbe purpose of oomparing tbe influence of 
geology lnature of soil) upon tbe nature of water in regard witb tbe con-
stit¥ltion (percent) ~f inorganic components wbicb are dissolved. By tbe 
/事
weatbering of volcaIlic eruptions， mucb silica is dissolved in tbe rivers， and 
on the contrary much calcium carbonate is dissolved by tbat of Chicbibu 
Paleozoic. 
(9) Therefore， the average nature of river water in tbe Kanto dist-
ricts in wbose sources volcanic eruptions are widely distributed， contains 
rich silica and lacks calcium carbonate as shown in Table 3， incomparis咽
with that of the 8verage nature of the whole world calculated by Clarke. 
(10) As the result of weathering in the Kanto districts， the total 
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quantity of inorganic components whicb is 10st from la.nd by solution in 
rivef.'s， is considered to be 2，700，000 tons inc1uding 380，000 tons of ca1cium， 
90，000 tons of magnesium， 200，000 tons of sodium， 40，000 tons of potassIum; 
600，000 tons of carbonic radical，・ 480，000tons of su1furic radica1， 180，000 
tons of ch1orine， 40，000 tons of nitric radica1， 660，000 tons of silica， etc. 
This ca1cu1ation is concerned on1y with the quantity of components which 
are actually disso1ved， and does not inc1ude any turbid suhstan巴essuch as 
si1 t or sand tha t is mecbanically carried. 
(11) When the vo1ume of necessary water for one hectare of rice-
fie1ds during a season is assumed as 1，500 cubic meters， the quantity of 
fertilizing substances naturally supplied through irrigation is a日 follows:
Potash is from 10 to 68 kilograms per one bectare of fie1ds， and its 
average is 25 kilograms; silica from 125 to 762 ki1ograms， its average 
362 kilograms; ca1cium carbonate from 160 to 863 ki1ograms， the average 
505 kilogramo. If estimated on the who1e rice-fie1d area of 400，000 hectares 
in the Kanto districts， potash is 20，000 tons calcu1ated as potassium sul-
fate; nitrogen is 11，000加.nsas ammonium su1fate; lime is 192，000 tons as 
calcium carbonate j and silica is 137，000 tons. It may amount to several 
hundred millions yen， if e日timated in money. 
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